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LOCAL

Lock's future
hangs in limbo

County
warning of
area scam
County officials are warning residents, especially the elderly, about allowing strangers
into their homes after a weekend report of a scam in Almo.
Calloway County Sheriff
Stan Scott said an elderly
woman reported a young white
man and a white heavy-set
woman in her 20s tried to sell
her a rug Saturday.
One of them allegedly talked
to her while the other looked
through the house, he said. Nothing was reported taken.

NATIONAL

Athiest
gets day
in court
ASHEVILLE, N.C. (AP) —
An atheist told a court today
he was "appalled" at the marble.tablet,s bearing the Tea Commandments that hang in a county courtroom.
Richard Suhre, who has been
fighting-A° -remove the commandments display for four.
years, finally got to bring his
case to trial today in U.S. District C-ourt.
"I am appalled. 1 am
repulsed," Suhre said on the
stand today after he was'shown
photographs of the tablets,
which hang on . a Haywood
County courtroom wall in his
hometown of Waynesville in
far western North Carolina.
Suhre, 87, maintains the
tablets violate his right to freedom of religion. But the county says the tablets are a historical part of the courthouse
and should be left tn place.
"They have the laws of
Moses prominently displayed
where they have the law. of
North Carolina adjudicated, and
they do not mesh," Suhre testified. "I see the state is promoting a religion."
Both sides have tried to settle the case but found no middle ground.
"We never could agree upon
five commandments," said
Jonathan Sasser, an attorney for
Haywood County. "It's not one
of those cases you can settle
on."
A three-judge panel of the
4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled last year the case
should move forward, sending
it back to U.S. District Court
Judge Lacy Thornburg, who
twice threw it out.
rsue his claim.
The American Civil Liberties Union has agreed to pay
Suhre's attorneys' fees in the
trial, which Thornburg is presiding over without a jury.

WEATHER

•

Tonight...Mostly cloudy with
showers and thunderstorms likely. Low around 70. Southeast
wind around 5 mph. Chance
of rain 70 percent.
Wednesday...Mostly cloudy
with showers and thunderstorms
likely. High 80 to 85. Chance
of rain 70 percent.
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By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
City officials are worried about
the future of Kentucky Lock, as
a Congressional conference committee prepares to determine funding for the project this month.
Thursday,the Murray City Council passed a resolution in support
of a new. lock at Kentucky Dam.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has prepared plans for construction of a new lock at Kentucky Dam at the cost of $533
million.
To complete the project by 2007,
initial funding of $11.5 million
needs to be included in the fiscal
year 1999 budget.
"It's like a small country road
trying to get people up and down
the river," Dan Boaz, manager of
Ledger & Times photo/DAVID BLACKBURN
the Consolidated Grain and Barge
ALMOST THERE: A snapping turtle strains to climb the curb nearlteagau Field at Murray State Uniat the port of Murray, said.
versity after wandering -- slowly -- across Gilbert Graves Circle Monday afternoon.
President Clinton promised new
funding for Kentucky Dam in 1996,
during a campaign appearance in
Paducah. Despite the promise, the
Clinton administration did not
include 'any money for the project
in its FY 1999 budget, and
witnesses opposed the release. One
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A gations.
just
$1.5 million in FY 1998.
The registry has jurisdiction in attorney, William E. Johnson of
judge says the agency that hanU.S.
Rep. Ed Whitfield gardles complaints about political cam- campaign-finance cases but is part Frankfort, said the registry wantpaigns will have to start —from of the executive branch, not the ed "to take a short cut ... and for
scratch if it wants to investigate courts. It can issue -only adminis- efficiency tread over the rights of
trative charges, not criminal, and individuals."
the 1995 governor's race.
Graham suggested Chandler
It will not be allowed to use its hearings must be public.
If it thinks a law was broken, "leapfrogged" the agency. Jon Fleisthe evidence accumulated by a
special grand jury for the last 14 the registry can send its findings chaker, the registry's attorney, said
to the attorney general for prose- the request to Graham to 'impanmonths.
el a grand jury was a mutual deciThe grand jury itself will have cution.
At
issue
is
whether
Gov.
Paul
sion of Chandler and the registry.
to decide whether to do anything
But after the hearing. Fleischaker
with that evidence, Franklin Cir- Patton's campaign, which was under
cuit Judge William L. Graham said a legal spending limit, colluded said it was a mistake. "It should
to have labor groups, the Ken- have been done other ways, but By DAVID BLACKBURN
in a hearing Monday.
Graham said he intended to call tucky Democratic Party and a black that's looking at it today," he said. Staff Writer
The case of 4 Hazel man charged
Fleischaker also said he did not
grand jury members back to his voter-education group share its
with
two burglaries and cut with
turn
could
jury
grand
the
costs.
think
court. "My instructions to them
But- One of many complications over any testimony in light of a machete during a fight this past
will be: It's now time to fish or
cut bait. ... They either return an in the current case is that Attor- Graham's ruling. Nor could it issue weekend continued Monday when
indictment or no true bill," Gra- ney General Ben Chandler got a a report advising the registry to he had to be removed from the
ham said.
grand jury impaneled before the investigate specific individuals, he Calloway District Courtroom when
he reportedly became belligerent
said.
At another point, Graham said registry acted.
his arraignment.
during
a
pubobject
to
not
did
Patton
might
decide
to
"refer
the grand jury
Chandler now wants the grand
Calloway County Sheriff's
somaing" to the Kentucky Reg- jury's records ,to be released, and lic release. He said he was unaware
istry of Election Finance,the agency he asked Graham to allow it. The of any evidence that would indi- deputies Vernon Miller and Danny
in question.
registry and Larry Forgy,the Repub- cate he or anyone on his staff did McCuiston removed Ted Leopard
when he became unruly before
But after the hearing, Graham lican whom Patton defeated, also anything improper.
Judge Leslie Furches.
District
the
was
campaign
The 1995
said even he is uncertain how the requested it. They said it was needLeopard,
24, was placed in a
make
a
referral
jury
could
grand
ed to shore up public confidence.
restraint chair at the Calloway
without violating its secrecy obliAttorneys for several grand jury • See Page 2

Judge opts to close file

nered support for full funding of
the project in the House of Representatives, and the U.S. Senate's
budget included $7.5 million.
"It's been a very difficult battle in the Senate to fight up from
zilch," said Anthony Hulen, Whitfield's press secretary. "The administration made this very difficult
by backing off a campaign promise to fund the lock."
The differences in the two appropriations bills will be settled in a
conference between House and Senate members on the Energy and
Watet appropriations bills sometime
this month.
It is a key conference for western Kentucky because it will also,
include several flood control projects and non-power funding for Tennessee Valley Authority -- which
may determine the eventual stewardship of Land Between the Lakes.
"We're facing a very important
conference." Hulen said. "This
funding is getting critical to getting this project going."
The lock project is crucial this
year because if a new lock is not
constructed, the dam will have to
II See Page 2

Alleged burglar
cut by machete

III See Page 2

•See Page 2

Heavy rains hit;
several missing

Agency
targets
teachers
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state Education Department now
is putting more emphasis on teaching and less on testing as it enters
a new phase of the school reforms
passed in 1990.
In its eight regional offices, the
department is eliminating jobs tied
to various school reform programs.
They will be replaced with consultants in English, math, social
studies, science and writing to
work with local schools.
In Frankfort, the department
plans to shift its curriculum experts
away from testing and toward
instruction.
_ With reforms such as primary
programs and school councils now
in place, schools no longer need
as much help with the mechanics
of reform programs. Instead, teachers need help to meet the higher
standards established under the
reforms.
"The testing program has raised
an awareness that we need to
improve, but that can really create frustration if we don't have a
support system out there to help
teachers." said Deputy Education
Commissioner Gene Wilhoit.
Wilhoit, who is overseeing the
agency's
reorganization, said
"schools are crying out for coach-

County Detention Center for four
hours Monday and for another four
hours early Tuesday morning, said
Jailer Ron Wisehart.
Sheriff's deputies arrested Leopard early Monday morning after
Murray Police Department officials found him in a cornfield near
Southside Manor on Broad Street
Extended, according to Calloway
County Sheriff Stan Scott.
Leopard allegedly left a trail
of blood as he ran into the field
following an altercation with Neil
Lax at the Southside apartment of

LAWRENCEBURG,Tenn.(AP)
— Heavy rains sent streams over
their banks, washing away bridges,
cars and houses and killing at least
two people. At least two were
injured and several others were
missing.
Eight inches of rain fell in
Lawrence County in the past two
days, much of it Monday evening.
A flash flood watch remained in
effect this morning for 14 counties, including Lawrence.
"We had about 4 inches of rain
fall in an hour about dusk last

night and that's what really caught
them off guard," said Cecil Whaley of the Tennessee Emergency
Management Agency."When something like that hits, it's almost as
bad as a tornado. There's no time
to prepare."
About 100 people Were forced
to flee their homes in Lawrenceburg, which is about 70 miles
south of Nashville, near the Alabama state line.
Trisha and Johnny Baker and
II See Page 2

Foust dismisses
Barnett charge

Ledger & Times photo/DAVID BLACKBURN
FIT FOR FREEZING: Tammy Salyer of Murray prepares three
bushels of corn for freezing while she talks to a friend on a cordless
phone Monday afternoon on Poplar Street.

ney Mike Ward, the prosecutor in
By DAVID BLACKBURN
the case against Barnett, who
Staff Writer
Calloway Circuit Judge Den- entered a 1994 conditional Alford
nis Foust has dismissed without plea to the May 1993 shooting
prejudice a 1993 indictment charg- death of Roger Dale Jones of
ing a Hazel titan with removing Hazel.
The indictment, returned in Octothe head of a man he killed in
Tennessee and bringing it back to ber 1993 by a Calloway County
grand jury, alleged Barnett and his
Calloway County.
Foust issued the ruling Friday half-brother, James Barnett, drove
dismissing the indictment charg- to the wooded area in Stewart CounBarnett Jr. with tamper- ty, Tenn., where Billy Barnett
ng
Jones' body, removed the
ing with physical evidence. a Class dumped
shoes and took them to
head
and
D felony.
The ruling came after consulting with Commonwealth's Attor- • See Page 2
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Foust...

•Judge...

FROM PAGE 1

indicated he might reconsider.
Chandler did not attend the
hearing. Arguing his case was Joe
Gutmann, an assistant Jefferson
County commonwealth's attorney
who has been on loan to direct
the grand jury as a special prosecutor.
a
Chandler said through
spokesman that the grand jury
wóuld convene as ordered by Graham.

FROM PAGE 1
first in which gubernatorial slates
were given state matching funds.
In return, the slates agreed to
spending limits.
Graham has granted several
extensions to the grand jury. Its
current term expires on Monday.
The judge said in the hearing that
he would not grant anothet-tian
sion but in an interview afterward

a residence in the Shady Oaks
Mobile Home Park on Kentucky
121 North.
The Alford plea -- in which a
person does not admit guilt but
acknowledges enough evidence
exists to possibly result in conviction -- netted Billy Barnett a
life sentence, which he is currently serving in the Green River
Correctional Complex in Central
City. He will not be eligible for
a parole hearing until September
2005.
"No purpose would be served
by pursuing that charge," Ward said,
noting Billy BarnetCs life sen-

II Teachers...
FROM PAGE 1
i‘tig and help, and that's wheie we
our enerdf
are trying to
School officials and education
advocates who have heard about
the restructuring are generally
favorable.
"The closer these subject-area
experts are to the schools, the better off we are," said Marsha Hurt,
president of the Kentucky Council for the Social Studies
Ms. Hurt, a school administrator in Livingston County. had not
heard about the department's plans
until contacted by The Courier-Journal but liked the idea.
Until now, she said, every school
with questions about the way it
teaches history, civics, economics,
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geography or government had one
curriculum specialist in Frankfort
to call.. --. • 4-e-,
"Talk about stretching someone
thin," she said. "Having ready
access to some content specialists
— nothing but good could come
out of that."
Gov. Paul Patton will have to
sign an executive order to make
the changes in Frankfort official,
but the metamorphosis of the
agency's field offices already has
started.
Wilhoit said that while it may
take months to get up to full
speed, schools should recognize
the department's new focus when
classes start next month.
Jim Parks, an Education Department spokesman, said that when
lawmakers passed the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act, the
agency had no choice but to create an organization that could build
expertise on the slew of new education programs, ranging from preschool to school councils.
Now that the programs are in
place and the testing curriculum
is spelled out, however, helping
schools get better results is the
next frontier.
To fare well on the state's tests,
students have to go beyond a "surface knowledge" of basic subjects;
they also must be able to analyze
or explain the information they've
learned, Wilhoit said.
Teachers need help adding that
depth to their classrooms.
The Education Department's
--plans_for _an_ "office of academic
and professional improvement" will
combine teacher training and curriculum experts to push for teachers with a stronger knowledge of
the subjects they teach.
A report published last week
by the Southern Regional Education Board found that many teachers — including almost half of
Kentucky's high school science
teachers — do not have college
majors in the subjects they teach.

In other cases. Foust scheduled
Willis Joe Glover Jr.'s drug-trafficking trial date for 9 a.m. Oct.
20-21 in Calloway Circuit Court.
Glover, 22, of Rolling Acres
Lane, was indicted April 10 by a
local grand jury, which charged
him with first-degree trafficking
in cocaine and first-degree trafficking in Percodan, both Class C
felonies; trafficking in marijuana
less than eight ounces, a Class D
felony; and misdemeanor counts
of third-degree trafficking in Xanax
and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Murray Police Department detectives arrested Glover, as well as
his wife Stacy, just after midnight
Feb. 11. .A search of their home
reportedly turned up vials with
cocaine residue, three bags of marijuana, 58 Xanax pills, 79 Percodan pills and $567 in cash, according to a search warrant.

•Lock's...

The search came in pan from
an affidavit given to police Feb. FROM PAGE 1
for the entire project is $2.50 for
10 by Mitch Lilly of Murray, who be shut down for repairs in 2008. each $I expended.
was arrested on drug charges. Lilly
The old lock is 54 years old
Boaz said the new project is
reportedly said he bought Valium and is one of the busiest locks
desperately needed.
from the Glovers' home earlier on the nation's inland water sys"It's needed awfully. awfully
that day.
bad," Boaz said."When these things
tem, handling over 45 millionk tons
Foust also continued probation a year in waterway traffic.
were first built, they were hoping
for Dennis and Mamie Wolfe as
they would last 40 years. They've
The lock at Kentucky Dam
part of an August 1996 diversion affects water traffic on the Tenlasted a lot longer. The whole lock
agreement in which they were Ito nesste, Cumberland, Ohio and -Ms--=system, not only Kentucky Lock,
pay restitution for numerous felony sissippi rivers and also the masis outdated."
theft charges.
Boaz said the wait is often
sive Tennessee-Tombigee waterDennis, 42, and Mamie, 38, way that runs to the Gulf coast.
longer than eight hours.
were ordered to pay $400 a month
"I would guess even more. I've
That traffic has slowed in recent
in restitution to Ron Caraway, years as the lock has not been
been through on a pleasure boat
owner of the Sonic Drive-In on able to keep up with the volume. and it's taken an awfully long
time," Boaz said. "When we're
South 12th Street.
ale waiting time for barge tows
waiting on barges from Paducah
The- Wolfes were managers -at to pass through the lock now averthe restaurant in t)96 a-41'm they -ages almost eight 'hours per'low.
to here, there are waits much
longer than that. It desperately
were arrested and charged with
Because of that, conservative
needs improvement."
theft by failure to make required estimates of the cost-benefit ratio
disposition of property more than
$300. Mamie Wolfe was charged
with 27 counts and Dennis Wolfe
12 counts for allegedly failing to
Leopard was charged with two
make deposits of money between FROM PAGE 1
counts
of theft by unlawful takmid-Julys
accordand
early April
more
than $300 and two counts
ing
ing to a police affidavit.
Leopof
Cheryl Fain, a friend
stolen property more
receiving
of
In another matter, Foust grant- ard's, about 1:30 a.m. Monday,
remained in jail Tues$300.
He
than
probation
to
shock
three
years
ed
Scott said.
on a $2,500 bond.
morning
day
Melinda Rutland, 32, of Potterfight
is
the
The reason for
co-defendant,
Corey
His
town Road, who was sentenced in unknown, but Lax reportedly
Street,
also
Poplar
O'Bryan,
24,
of
for
years
in
prison
three
April to
defended himself with a machete,
fourth-offense driving while under said MPD Detective Mike Jump. is in jail on $2,500 bond on two
the influence, a felony, and sec- Leopard received eight staples in counts of felony receiving stolen
property, one count of felony theft
ond-degree wanton endangerment. his left forearm and five in his
Rutland, who was arrested in head at the Murray-Calloway Coun- by unlawful taking, possession of
December while driving drunk with ty Hospital.
a handgun by a convicted felon
her six-year-old son with her, was
"At first I thought there'd been and criminal facilitation.
ordered to get alcohol treatment a murder. There was blood everyO'Bryan was arrested about 6
and follow any post-release treat- where," Jump said.
a.m. Monday at the New Concord
ment. She must also pay $340 in
Police also found a bag with " home of Seth Rollins, 21. Deputies
fees and 510-per-month supervi- cartons of cigarettes in the field, allegedly found a gun and other
sion fee.
evidence connecting him with the
Scott said.
He added that police had been burglaries in O'Bryan's car, Scott-informed that cigarettes were taken said.
A search of O'Bryan's room in
Saturday morning during a burglary at Bob's Corner Store in Rollins' home turned up some marNew Concord and that night at ijuana and drug paraphernalia, Scott
the Chek-Mart in Hazel. Several said. Rollins was charged with
dollars worth of quarters were possession of marijuana less than
taken from vending machines in eight ounces and possession of
drug paraphernalia.
both stores.
ingharn, Ala., scheduled a news conference in Andrews for this afternoon. The bombing of the New
Woman All Women clinic killed
a police officer moonlighting as a
ber of deaths at at least four, but
FROM PAGE 1
jnca offirials said at midmorning,
securay-guard-and-severelyAnjured
a nurse.
their 5-year-old daughter spent .the that only two deaths had been
Rudolph, a 3I-year-old carpennight with relatives after Shoal confirmed.
ter, is from Murphy, about 15
Bill Phillips, spokesman for the
Creek flooded their home.
miles southwest of Andrews.
"The water came up within Lawrence County Emergency ManSince he was named a suspect
about 20 minutes. Me and my lit- agement Agency, said one motorist
in the clinic bombing, Rudolph
tle girl watched as it came in died when a car was swept off
has evaded a nationwide search. through the basement. When it came U.S. 64 just west of town and
A $1 million reward has been. up to the top step, we left," Baker another was killed south of town
offered for information leading to
said.
when a car was washed off U.S.
his arrest.
The creek receded this morn- 43.
Federal agents also want to
ing, and the Bakers started cleanIn addition, Phillips said, a
question him about similar bombing up. Among their tasks: remov- search was under way this mornings in Atlanta, including one at
ing minnows from the living room ing, in the southwestern part of
Centennial Olympic Park in 1996.
floor.
the .county, where a vehicle with
Whaley originally put the num- at least two people had been swept
off a road.
He had no details on other
injuries or deaths but said based
on reports from around the county, the death toll may go as high
as eight.
Specializing In Dean and General Tires
"This is certainly the worst disaster
we've had in recent memoMon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12
ry. The only thing close is the ice
Owner, Ronnie Melvin
storm of 1994," he said.
401 N. 4th
Much of the county is rural
Street
and searchers have been unable
at
to look for other victims.
and
water
Lawrenceburg's
sewage treatment plants, which
serve most of the county's 10,500
residents, were knocked out by
the flooding.

•Machete...

ANDREWS, N.C.(AP) — Federal agents converged on this town
today amid reports abortion clinic bombing suspect Eric Rudolph
was seen here.
WLOS-TV in Asheville reported the Cherokee County sheriff's
office said Rudolph was sighted
in the Andrews area. It was not
immediately
known
whether
Rudolph was on foot or in a car
or the precise time of the sighting.
CNN reported that a witness
described the person believed to
be Rudolph as thinner with longer
hair and a beard.
A federal task force formed
after the Jan. 29 bombing in Birm-
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•We will not need to enter your
home.
•Service will not be interrupted on
weekends or holidays.
•ALL SERVICE WILL BE RESTORED EACH DAY BEFORE

4:30 P.M.

can 753-5005

.
'

if you have any questions or concerns
or visit our website at...
http://campus.murraystate.edukablecomni
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Horse Liniment
Eases Arthritis
Pain
OCALA. FL -- An ingredient derived from hot peppers that decreases
inflammation in racehorse's legs, is
now recognized as safe and effective
for human use. The ingredient has
been formulated into a product called
ARTII-Rx • and comes in a strength
designed for humans. Researchers are
excited and say the formula can relieve arthritis pain for millions.
Deselopetiaby the Phillips Gulf Corporation, ARTH-Rx is a breakthrough
in the treatment of painful disorders
ranging from minor aches and pains to
more serious conditions such as arthritis, bursitis, rheumatism, tendonitis, backache and more.
Although the mechanism by which
ARTH-Rx works to relieve pain is not
totally clear, scientists suggest that
'pain is relies ed because ARTH-Rx
intercepts the messenger substance
that sends pain signals to the brain.
ARTH-Rx is a‘ailable in a convenient roll-on applicator without a prescnption. According to a spokesperson for the company. due to the overwhelming demand for ARTH-Rx, supplies are sometimes limited. ARTHRx can also be ordered by calling I800-729-8446. 199,PC.0
ARTH-Rx is ovokibie locally at'
HOLLAND DRUG COMPANY
109 5.,4th St. • 753-1462
HONEY TREE NAURTAL FOODS
1 304-G Chestnut St. • 753-3461
SON A% 4114111

ARTH-RX Oral Capsules
Nutritional Joint Support
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
man who said Alice McDonald
told him he would do most of the
work on her doctorate has been
fired for doing the work on taxpayers' time.
McDonald, who pleaded guilty
in April to two felonies, gave
James A. Gregg a state job with
the understanding he would work
on her degree on state time, according to his termination letter.
The state Finance and Administration Cabinet fired Gregg as
assistant director of the Governmental Services Center on Friday.
saying he had broken state law
by charging taxpayers for the work.
McDonald, 57, the head of the
state school system in the mid1980s, lost her job as GSC director in November. After pleading
guilty in connection with the same
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LONDON, Ky. (AP) — Lond'Oli— Iliayor Ken Smith says he
has now concluded that he used
"bad judgment" when he borrowed
a new unmarked city police car
for a personal vacation, a move
that has also drawn attention to
the lack of a city ethics board.
The term of the last member
on London's board expired last
spring, and Smith failed to appoint
new people to keep it 'going. The
five members of the city's first
Board of Ethics were appointed
in early 1995, after a new state
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law mandated that an official ethics
watchdog organization be created
in every Kentucky city and county.
Smith said Monday he wants
to get new members on the board
right away.
The mayor said he drove the
police cruiser on a trip to St.
Petersburg, Fla.. with his wife during the first week in June.
"It probably shouldn't have been
done; I. wouldn't do it again,"
Smith said.
'Smith said he paid the city

LETTER OF APPRECIATION
Flurry pays off
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management sciences from Union
Institute in Cincinnati, which
awards degrees through independent study.
Gregg, who could not be reached
for comment, claoperated and prOvided information about McDonald- and was not charged with a
crime.
It is unlikely Gregg will be
charged, said Franklin Commonwealth's Attorney Morris Burton.
McDobd hired Gregg in April
1996 at a relatively low pay grade
"'so as not to attract...the attention
of the governor's office." hut promised to -give him raises later, Gregg
said in his statement.
He was making $40,372 a year
when he was fired.
Gregg went with McDonald to
Cincinnati for her pre-admission
interview, prepared her applica-

incidents, she was put on probatjon for three years and ordered
to pay $60,000.
The letter firing Gregg, who is
from Louisville, adds some new
details to the case. It cites a sworn
statement Gregg gave investigator
David Williams, of the attorney gen—
eral's Public Corruption Unit, as
part of the investigation of McDonald.
McDonald, who was active in
Paul Patton's 1995 gubernatorial
campaign, hired Gregg after Patton appointed her in February 1996
to be head of GSC,a training agency
for state government. Gregk had
worked for her at the state Education Department.
Gregg's statement said McDonald told him that he would do the
"majority" of the work on her
Ph.D. She wanted a degree in

Carman Leroy Cox

tion, did research for her and prepared letters to the committee overseeing her work, he said in the
Carman Leroy Cox, 75, Simpstatement.
sonville, S.C., formerly of MurGregg said he signed out a state ray. died Friday. July 10. 1998,
car in April 1996 to drive McDon- in Bucharest, Romania.
ald to Cincinnati for a school interA registered professional engiview, writing on the form that the neer..he had retired as chief elec-trip was to Covington.
trical engineer for GTE and for
Gregg said McDonald used state the state of Illinois.
money to buy a $7,200 computer
He took early retirement from
that he used for her school work. General Telephone Company(GTE)
He also admitted that he altered after 38 years with his last posiagendas for out-of-state meetings tion as Northern Region Planning
McDonald attended so she could Director and more than 43 years
get additional travel expenses.
in the telephone industry in order
The •leuer,firitig Gregg said he ;to pursue s;olumeer •mission servhad "engaged in a deltherate per- ice with the International Mission
petration of fraud" by charging Board (formerly the Foreign Mistaxpayers for McDonald's school sion) of the Southern Baptist Conwork, failing to report her wrong- vention, Richmond.
doing and falsifying travel docu- Mr. Cox served with his wife,
ments and time sheets.
the former Mary Frances N1cElrath of Murray-. from 1984 to 1998
on 'more than 20 solunteer mission trips throughout the world.
ranging from two weeks to more
than one year. While overseas he
taught English in universities,
chased - to replace a wrecked cruis- preached, did local evangelism,
er, and it was supposed to be used built churches. served as a dorby a police captain. Smith said mitory parent, and worked with
he asked the captain if he could engineers.
He was a member of First Bap"try out" the new car, and the
captain deferred to Smith's author- tist Church. Simpsonville. where
he served as a deacon. Sunday:
ity.
School teacher, Training Union
director, and chairinan of church
building committees. As a layman.
he was instrumental in planning
and developing Southern Baptist
mission churches in Missouri. Illinois, and Indiana: instrumental in
Plains (District 7), and Jerry Stephenson, representing Cottage establishing and developing BapGrove, Cypress and Purycar ex- tist Student Union work in Kenchanges (District 9), expire this tucky. Missouri and Illinois.
Mr. Cox was a lifetime memyear.
of the National Society of Prober
meetA nominating committee,
ing June 18,named the three incum- fessional Engineers. He served in
the, Naval Air Corps. based in
bents for re-election. 'Murray in 1943. and met his future
A petition has been filed in
her mother, the late
District 2, placing the name of wife when
asked
Vickie Buchanan on the ballot. Gladys Thomas McElrath,
the
at
singing
the
lead
to
him
Official notice of the meeting will
Oct.
on
meeting
Peoples'
Young
be mailed to members of the cooper31, 1943, at First Baptist Church
ative in early July.
while Mary Frances was the piano
Concluding the meeting will be
player. His father-in-law, the latethe awarding of door prizes, and
Dr. Hugh M. McElrath, was a life
refreshments. All subscribers are
long Murray resident and dentist,
urged to 'attend.
who wrote a column, "Dr. McElrath'S.- Murray" for the Murray
Ledger & Times.
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McDonald's assistant is dismissed
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Dear Editor:
The flamingos have finally migrated mumbling something about it being
too hot in Calloway County...but beware, they may return in the future.
Thank you,Calloway Countians for making Habitat for Humanity's Pink
Fowl Flurry a huge success! Recipients of the birds were most generous
with funds as well as amusing remarks.
Some of the flamingos named were as follows: The Homra Hen
(honoring Charles Homra), Warren (honoring Warren Hopkins), Jimmy
Carter, Jessi, Flabby, Bob,Claude the Fink (honoring Claude Wells), Racer,
Welcome Guests, and Budge ('cause they wouldn't without a donation).
The Pink Fowl Flurry enabled Habitat to feather its nest with $5,127.
These funds were put toward the purchase of a lot at 503 Elm St Building
will begin on Habitat's sixth house in September.
Please stop by — we are always looking for volunteers! Bring a hammer
and some elbow grease. If you have building knowledge, but the physical
oomph has vanished, we often just need advice.
Workers are always welcome, but a volunteer need not have building
knowledge. It would be nice to have someone occasionally who can flip
hamburgers, serve cold drinks or provide cheerleading to keep the
dedicated workers functioning.
See your dollars giving a working family a helping hand! All money
donated locally remains in Calloway County. Many people support Habitat
International assuming we receive funding from them; we do not.
If you wish to donate to this worthy project locally, please send your
donations to P.O. Box 1139, Murray. For further information you may call
753-7964 or 753-6147.
On behalf of the Habitat Board, I want to sincerely thank all the donors
for their generosity and support.
Shawn Maxwell
Fundraising Chairman

The annual meeting of West
Kentucky
Rural
Telephone
Cooperative Corporation will be
held Saturday, July 18 at 7 p.m. at
Graves County High School, on
Highway 121 North, in Mayfield.
Joe Thompson, president of the
cooperative's board of trustees will
preside. Included in the evening's
program will be the annual report by
general manager Trevor Bonnstetter, as well as a report from the coop's auditors .
There will also be election of
three trustees for the organization's
board. Terms of trustees Jeff Davis,
representing the Cunningham exchange(District 2); Cortez Schmidt,
representing Folsorndale and West

Federal-Stale Martel 'sews Senice July 14, ION
Kentucky Purchase Arm Hop Narkei Report Includes 2
Buy* Stations Receipts: Oct. 41 Ea. 15$ Barrows &
Glks 5.75. 1.N lower Sows steady I. mostly $LIM lower
---53215.33.25
—
US 1.3 23S-260
US 1.3 215-134 lho.----_ ----S3175.31.75
532.25.3275
US 3-4 244-214 lbo—
S72.75-24.75
LS 1-2 20$215 lbs.

sows
Us 1-2
S 1.3
IS 1-3
is 1.3
LS 2-3
Roars

2711-354 lbs.
300-454 lbs.__ _
454-525 104.
525 and up Ins _
301-5041 Ito.

S191*-21.041
$24.01-22.414
$72.40-24.40
-324.110-28.00
-S111.1141-20.00

Investments Since 1854.

Vinegar Melts Away Pounds And Inches
...Without Any Diet Gimmicks!
s
(j„,Phecit,a=
to
shedding those unwanted pounds, apple cider vinegar is a diet ma.st! According
vinegar expert Emily Thacker,research from doctors and nutritionists around the world
have discovered that vinegar can reduce weight... safely, effectively.., and it works.
Learn how to flush out Maid cholesterol,lower blood pressure, look younger,
strengthen tired muscles, have more energy! Vinegar will help you burn fax and
shed inches. "Emily's Vinegar Diet Book" is a weight loss plan that is incredibly
effective and easy. It's the healthiest diet ever, and the key to good health! You can
learn more simply by writing today for FREE information to: The Vinegar Diet.
Dept_ FD2522, 718 - 12th St. NW., Box 24500, Canton, Ohio 44701. To help us
trostaton
cover printing and postage, S1 would be appreciated, but not necessary. ow,

THE MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
CHECK OUT:

win door prizes. Refreshments will
be provided courtesy of Whaler's
Catch. Three hours of professional
development credit may also be
earned if applicable.
Space is limited and teachers are
advised to enroll now. For more
information contact Gina Hammer
at the Paducah Area Chamber of
Commerce, (502) 443-1746.

CARMAN LEROY COX

Woman's Auxiliary (YWA) at the
college would allow him to '.ome
and read the announcements. Mr.
and Mrs. Cox had planned on
attending the BSU reunion at
Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly
in September 1998.
Born March 8. 1923. in Maury
City. Tenn.. he was the son of the
late Egbert Cox and Emma Farnor Cox. One sister, Margie Lanius,
and one brother. Clifford Cox, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs
Mary Frances Cox. to whom he
was married on June 5, 1948:
three daughters. Mary Linda Cog.
Normal, Ill.. Mrs. Fran Street and
husband, Steve. Naperville. Ill.,
and Mrs. Carmen Taylor and husband. Jeff, Cumming, Ga.; one
son. Torn Cox and wife. Suzanne.
Lana. III.; two sisters, Mrs. Virginia Litres, Utah, and Mrs. Peggy
Wayne. Tulsa, Okla.; a sister-inlaw. Mrs. Myrtle Cox. Michigan;
I! grandchildren.
Graveside services will he Thursday at 11 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery, Jeff Taylor will officiate.
Visitation will be at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home from 9
to 11 a.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to the Cox Memorial
Fund to build a church for the
Baptist congregation in Cernavo.da. Romania. Mr. Cox has preached
all over the world and Cernavoda was the -last place in which he
preached. The fund is being adminWhile stationed in Murray. Cox
istered through the International
became known as "Cadet Sally"
Mission Board, SBC, Box 6767.
because the members of the Young
Richmond, VA 23230.

Adveru wawa I

Economics group to host
area history teachers

Announcing

Telephone co-op to meet
at Graves County High

HOG MARKET

I

Middle and high school history
teachers will have a chance to
explore part of the EconomicsAmerica curriculum by attending a
workshop titled "United States History: Eyes on the Economy," Wednesday, July 15, in Paducah, Ky.
The program will be held at Whaler's Catch Restaurant & Market, 123
North 2nd Street from 12:30 to 3:30
p.m.
Eyes on the Economy helps
teachers and students examine
events in our history through basic
economic reasoning. Fascinating
new insights emerge as students
apply economic analysis to the
events covered in traditional history
courses.
This EconomicsAmerica workshop is one of five featured in a
summer series. All are free and
presented as a service to area educators in conjunction with the Paducah
Area Chamber of Commerce and
the Murray State University Center
for Economic Education.
Barry Brown, director of the
Center for Economic Education at
MSU, encourages teachers to take
advantage of the workshop even if
they have no pnor economic
knowledge.
In addition to strategies for teaching economics, participants will
also take home a two-volume teacher's kit which covers historical
events from the Civil War through
the 20th Century and a chance to

$425 for the 1,800 miles he logged
on the new Crown Victoria He
said he determined the amount.
which works out to about 24 cents
per mile, by consulting a car-rental
agency.
The car Smith borrowed was pur-
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AEROBICS
NEW LIFE FITNESS AND PRECOR TRANSPORTS
TEAM TRAINING (ACCOUNTABILITY GROUPS)
CORPORATE SOFTBALL (CO-ED)
WATER EXERCISE AND LAP SWIM

6:15 AM

759 YMCA OR 753 4295
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Our Best Investment Is You.

STRONG KIDS, FAMILIES,COMMUNITIES

I 1.111ard, W L. yo.,. Inc • ...Univ.. \V CF and SIPC

For all your heating & cooling needs...

GLOBAL COMFORT
Service Company
Serving the area with quality service
& experience.
Owned tk
Operated By
Ricky Conner
Glenn Cossey

Also epecializIng in refrigeration be-haat window & mobile home units.

753-99 1 1
9307 State Rt. 94E • Murray

East Main • 753-5606

Open Saturdays Until Noon
General • Monarch
Laramie • Firestone
BF Goodrich

GO

INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray
David R. King

753-8355

x
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you can trust. I'll provide you with the perfect Grange
coverage to protect your farm from the threat of the
unknown, and you can count on my experience and
commitment to personal service to keep you safe
well into the unforeseeable future. So call me today
INSURANCE
Your partner in protection
for more information about Grange Farm Insurance.

.1150

.

••••

Your Farm
Is Your
Life - And
You Can't
Entrust
That To
Just
Anyone.

The biggest problem every farmer faces is
the inability to predict the future
Since you never know when or
where a disaster will strike, you
need to insure your farm with someone

AMOS Waal

• •-ye45,

•

AWI

KY BIBLE LECTURERS
THE 1998 WEST KENTUC
For More Information Call
Slope Church of Christ

Saturday, July 18th and Sunday, July 19th
THEME:"Except The Lord Build The House..."

Sunny
6465 Old Mayfield Rd., Paducah, Ky.

554-2496

City trip was ritual

EDITORIAL

Shipley loved community, USA
Dedicated. Hard-working. Dependable.
Without a doubt, Dan Shipley was a
man who embraced life. Even through
his extended illness, Dan remained in
good spirits.
He died Sunday after a long bout
with cancer. When studying his accomplishments, one thing becomes clear -Dan Shipley loved this community and
his country.
An Army veteran, Dan had served in
Germany.
Because Dan was a do-er, he -became
something of an icon in Murray.
Whether through his involvement with
the Murray Insurance Agency or his
early years partnering with Jim Stahler,
Ran was well known.
His work for Murray State University
earned him the coveted Golden Horseshoe. Award in 1993. Eleven years earlier. he had received the MSU Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus Award.
He had served on the board of
trustees for Campbellsville University

since 1992 and on the board of Western
Baptist Hospital.
He was a solid presence in our community, often working behind the scenes
-- whether as a volunteer or a donor.
He was fair, honest and deeply committed to his religion. His great faith
led him to take six mission trips to
Brazil and to serve more than two
decades of service as a deacon for
Murray's First Baptist Church.
And while Dan's death has left a
void in our community, his legacy will
live on through his wife of 40 years,
Mary, and his two daughters, Danna
Gay Shipley Young and Gina Lynn
Shipley Winchester.
Expressions of sympathy may be
made to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospice Program. Gideons International
Memorial Program or Campbellsville
University.
As a community, we have been fortunate to have had 65 years with Dan
Shipley. He will be sorely missed.

Writer, Rogers dine
On many occasions I have eaten
lunch AT Roy Rogers, but not until
last December had I ever had lunch
WITH Roy Rogers.
It was the eve of the Rogers 50th
wedding anniverlsary. Roy and Dale
Evans Rogers had graciously
agreed to meet with my wife and me
at their museum in Victorville,
Calif., indulging my childhood wish
to sec the King of the Cowboys and
Queen of the West.
Neither had been well. Roy
moved around slowly,accompanied
by a full-time nurse and an oxygen
tank. Dale continues to recover
from a stroke she suffered some
months ago. Both were in
wheelchairs.
Until we arrived it was not certain
whether Roy would feel up to seeing
us. But there he was in the office of
his wonderful museum with memorabilia from a life well spent.
And there was Trigger, stuffed
and looking as good as he did on TV
for so many years (Gene Autrey
once told me that when his horse,
Champion, died, he was asked if he
would like him stuffed and placed in
his museum. "How much would it
cost?" asked the multimillionaire.
When he was told the price, Autry
responded, "Hell, no, bury the
SOB!")
For those not of a certain age, it
will be difficult to understand the
influence that Roy and Dale had on
America's children in the '50s.
Yes, we first learned right from
wrong at home from our parents,but
Roy and Dale and so many other
programs, either reinforced, or at
least did not damage, that moral
standard. Culturally, they not only
fulfilled the first admonition of
another profession — "first, do no

_ Attention
Washington!
Let your elected officials
know what you think. For
information regarding your
state officials, call the Ledger at 753-1916.

US. REP. ED WHITFIELD
136 Cannon House Ma Building,
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-3547 (Washington)

CAL'S TI IOUGIITS

harm" — they sowed the seeds of
much good.
Dale's marvelous book, "Angel
Unaware," about their retarded
daughter, Robin, who died within
months of her birth, was an inspiration to my parents as they struggled
with my retarded brother.
They adopted other children, two
of whom also died. Their generosity
of time and money for others is
legendary.
So there I was,sitting across from
one of my childhood heroes. Roy
was used to this. He played his part
perfectly. The clothes were cowboy, including the hat. Those wonderful eyes that always smiled
looked directly into mine and I felt
like a child again.
One of the many nice things
about the films of Roy and Dale, I
said, was that you could show them
to your children and grandchildren
without embarrassment, something
today's children will have trouble
doing when they try to show current
films to their descendants.
Some people say Roy and Dale's
programs didn't reflect reality. That
ought not be television's primary
role. Television teaches through
images, words and situations. It
gives permission for people to be
good or bad. Each must make his or
her own choice, but television can

reinforce good choices and show
the error of bad ones.
Roy said,"We always tried to get
a message out — that right triumphs
over wrong." We agreed that is the
antithesis of today's immoral
messages.
After many stories and questions
were answered, we prepared to
leave. I asked if they would mind
posing for a picture with us. Both
got out of their wheelchairs and a
photograph I will treasure more than
those,with presidents I have known
is the one of the four of us with our
arms around each other.
At the end of one of his shows,
Roy removed his hat, bowed his
head and invited viewers to join him
in "A Cowboy's Prayer."
He said, "Oh Lord, I reckon I'm
not much by myself. I fail to do a lot
of things I ought to do. But Lord,
when trails are steep and posses
high, help me to ride it straight the
whole way through. And when in
the falling dusk I get the final call, I
do not care how many flowers they
send. Above all else, the happiest
trail will be for you to say to me,
'That's right, my friend.' Amen."
Roy has now joined his children,
Robin, Debbie and Sandy at the end
of his final and happiest trail of all.
Happy trails, Roy, 'til we meet
again.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
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Just drop us a line ...
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U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
1134 Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510
292,224-4343 (Washington)
SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
361.4 Russell Senate Mee Bullring,
Washington, D.C. 2010
202-224-2541 (WishingiOn)

The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address and
telephone number included in case verification is necessary
(telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. We reserve the right to condense or reject
any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray
Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071. They may
also be faxed to (502) 753-1927.

It was a complicated journey
from Metuchen, NJ., to Brooklyn.
N.Y., one that included a gritty
combination of train, subway and
good, old-fashioned shoe leather.
Nevertheless, my mother delivered me personally to my city
cousins' house at 595 Fourth St.
every summer. It was a family
ritual.
I was outfitted for the trip in my
mother's version of proper travel
attire. That meant church clothes —
a scratchy, starched dress, be-ribboned straw hat and gloves as white
as a pure soul on Judgment Day.
Mother and I must have cut quite
a startling image on the subway
from downtown to Grand Army
Plaza, me daintily tiptoing around
winos in my shiny patent leathers;
while my mother, a guardian angel
in leather pumps and matching
purse, whisked me through grimy
turnstiles and dank tunnels.
"Stop staring," she hissed at me
every five minutes. "And for
heaven's sake, don't dawdle."
It's a good thing it was a two-hour
trip. Otherwise, Mother never
would have had time to review all
the "thou shalt not's" she'd devised
for my stay in the city.
"Going into Prospect Park is
absolutely forbidden." She repeated
that like a litany. And then came the
chorus. "No playing in the streets,
no boys, no ice cream from street
vendors. No ifs, ands,or buts. I don't
care what Regina allows your cousins to do."
In my eyes, Aunt Regina was a
saint. Not only did she trudge to
6:30- Mass every morning, she seldom required her children to do
housework. "Why don't you go
outside and enjoy yourself," she
insisted after every meal. "I'll take
care of the dishes."
Aunt Regina let us play in the
street. No problem. A lifetime city
dweller, she understood that ringaleevio and stick ball belonged

MAIN STREET

Pre

Constance Alexander

et

Ledger & limes columnist
there. More than that, she knew it
wasn't really dangerous because the
throngs of kids parted like the Red
Sea whenever a car came down
Fourth Street.
I loved the rows of identical
brownstones. They lined both sides
of the street like a gauntlet of
disapproving Victorian schoolmarms. The front stoops — that's
the city term for front porch — were
too angular and cramped for things
like rocking chairs, and the stairs
were so steep, that I never heard of
anyone living to tell about falling
down them.
These were elegant, unadorned
townhouses. The only ornamentation, besides a small splash of green
grass on either side of the steps, was
the tiny fence that defined the
boundaries between houses. Each
one was elaborately curlecued
wrought iron, as exotic as a jet
black, lace-trimmed petticoat.
Inside, the houses were a full four
stories and dark as catacombs.
There were four or five bedrooms,
enough to accommodate most families.
If more space were needed, there
was no way to build an addition. A
family _would have to move to the
"country" if they wanted a much
larger house.
Or, the way one family on my
cousins' block solved their problem,
they bought the brownstone next
door and opened the wall between
the two. To me, that was a daring
measure. Nothing so dramatic ever
happened in the boring suburbs

where I lived.
By the end of two weeks, it was
time to go back home. After a lot of
begging and pleading and promising, we persuaded my aunt and
uncle to give their children permission to come back to New Jersey
and spend some time with us.
Now the proverbial shoe was on
the other foot. My cousins were
warned against swimming in deep
water, getting stung by bees, running barefoot. My uncle delivered
his lecture in the car as we made our
way back to Metuchen via the
Staten Island Ferry.
Uncle Bernard, more used to
using public transportation than
driving himself, always managed to
get lost. Stalwart as ever, Aunt
Regina murmured decades of the
rosary.
Just the other day, my city cousin,
Maureen,e-mailed me thatitijiiiiiit
finally sold the house, after more
than 60 years. The papers will be
signed this week. Today, the old
neighborhood is like a millionaire's
row, thronged with investment
bankers and corporate attorneys.
I imagine their children wearing
$100 sneakers; being packed off to
luxurious_ cams for the summer;
spending slack-jawed hours planted
in front of video games.
I bet they don't have nearly as
much fun as we did, playing ringaleevio in the street, occasionally
fingering the shiny dimes we had
stashed in our pockets for when the
Good.Humor truck lumbered down
Fourth.

GOP,Dems clash
WASHINGTON (AP) — Predictably, if not productively, the
campaign argument is on —
Democrats calling this a do-nothing Congress, Republicans complaining that there's a purposeful
White House slowdown against
what _they want done.
It is a disPute to be continued,
all the way to the off-year election polls. And it has more to do
with political posturing, on both
sides, than with substance.
The do-nothing complaint had
its best run 50 years ago. and
ever since Harry S. Truman made
it work against a Republican Congress, it's been tried with variations by the party out of House
and Senate power.
In this case, the Democrats,
with President Clinton leading the
chorus. After he scolded Congress
for its light work schedule, and
for refusing to pass the bills atop
his priority list, Sen. Trent Lott,
the GOP leader, counterattacked,
saying they'd get more done but
for a detached, absentee president.
Actually. work days for Congress or travel time for the president aren't the determining factors in what happens during the
37 days left in House and Senate
sessions before their planned
adjournment to campaign full-time
for the Nov. 3 elections.
They don't agree on what should
be done, and while the Republicans hold majorities, that's not
enough to force their way on the
Democrats, since it takes 60 votes
to break parliamentary knots in
the Senate.
This is a clash of rival agendas. When one side sees the other
producing legislation that seems
likely to sway votes in November, things happen. The Internal
Revenue Service overhaul is a case
in point; it was a Republican measure, resisted at first by the administration, which stilt objects to
GOP tax provisions tied to the
final bill. But Clinton will celebrate it as a bipartisan trophy when
he signs it into law. In a choice
between the voters and the tax
collector, it is no contest.
Now there is Clinton's "patients'
bill of rights," to protect people

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press miumnist
with grievances against their managed care health insurance systems. The Republicans are at work
on a version of their own, not
wanting to yield an issue that
could register in the fall. They
will argue about terms, to a bill
or to an impasse.
Clinton conferred with the
Democratic leaders of Congress
on Monday; they blamed the Republicans for inaction, especially on
appropriations that have to be
passed to add up to the federal
budget. all due by Sept. 30.
Lott complained that the Democrats are snarling the works with
talk and procedural ploys, "all the
while crying crocodile tears about
a do-nothing Congress."
Sen. Thomas A. Daschle, the
Democratic leader, said all they're
doing is what used to be done to
them, when they held the majority. "Republicans, for years and
years, would offer amendments to
appropriations bills and everything
else, and we completed our work
anyway," he said. "We're simply
doing the same thing because we
feel very strongly about a patients'
bill of rights, we feel strongly
about tobacco."
Lott said Clinton is a detached

T

bystander: out of town so rridch
that he is not available to work
with the Republicans. Rep. Richard
A. Gephardt, the minority leader,
said they're the problem, not the
president.
Clinton's spokesman, Mike
McCurry, said the Republicans
should stop whining and get on
with business. He said they are
trying to pin blame on Clinton
for their own failures.
"... In an election year, sometimes politics on both sides steps
in to play a mischievous role in
the legislative process." McCurry
said.
,
For all the argument about got '
ling on with business and bills,
in this election year, do-nothing
— or not much — may fit the
mood of the voters. A Pew Research
Center poll conducted six weeks
ago found people more mellow
and less engaged by politics than
in 1994. when the voters turned
out the Democrats and put Republicans in control of Congress.
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Times are good, which is to
Clinton's own advantage, but which
may also lead people to let things
be, an extra edge for incumbents,
when a majority of them are Repub:
licans.
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Christian Women to meet

JO'S DATEBOOK

Murray Christian Women's Club July IS, by calling Freda 1.0‘.-1:
will have its "It's For the Birds" at 753-3999 or Jo Lovett at is
luncheon on Friday. July 17. from 4683.
noon to 2 p.m. at Seven Seas
A complimentary nursery tot
Restaurant. The cost will be $6
'preschoolers .will -be provided. aLil
per person.
nursery reservtations should he
The featured speaker will be
by calling Freda at the IMIllbt't
Sharon Stevens of Belvidere, Ill.
listed above.
She is a school teacher.
Stacey Wortham of Murray will
"All interested women ate v.elpresent special music. She is a come to attend this lurk-hron:
teacher at Murray Middle School. are no dues, no membershp tee..
Dr. Clell Peterson of Murray or any obligation.
istian
will present the special feature. Women's Club is a worldwide
He will share his secrets of attract- organization and is not affiliated
ing and feeding birds.
with any church or denomination."
Reservations for the luncheon according to Rowina Wilhutn.
should be made by Wednesday. chairman.

.01IL Aft

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Preschool holding training
Preschool screening is being held today (Tuesday) and again
on Wednesday, July IS, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Calloway
County Preschool. For information call 759-9408.

MMS plans council meeting
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Wednesday, July IS, at 3 p.m. in Room 109 of the school.
Steve Kroehler, principal, invites the public to attend.
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West View schedules events
Special events scheduled for entertainment of the residents of
West View Nursing Home have been announced for this week.
Tonight at 6:30 will be MSU Time. Wednesday events will include
Bible Class at 10 a.m. and One Man Band at 2 p.m. On Thursday Gospel Hour will be at 10:30 a.m. and Video at 2 p.m. Friday events include a devotion with Dean Emerson at 10:30 a.m.
and a movie trip at 12:45 p.m.

Twilight Cabaret at Kenlake
The Twilight Cabaret
continue every Wednesday
beverages will be served
being held in the Blues
available for the show.
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show at Kenlake State Resort Park will
through Sunday at 8 p.m. Desserts and
from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. The show is
Bay Building at the park. Tickets are

Golf Day planned Saturday
First Baptist Church Golf Day will be Saturday. July 18, at
Miller Golf Course. Tee times will begin at 10:22 a.m. This is not
a tournament, but a get-together, bring-a-friend, and have fun at
the golf course day. To sign up call the church office at 753-1854.
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Mr and Mrs. Arthur T Lee in 1973

Couple will be married
for 25 years on July 15
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Lee of Benton will celebrate their
25th wedding anniversary on Wednesday. July 15.
They were married July 15, 1973, in Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Lee, the former Gladys Mae Wade. is the daughter of the
late Orval E. Wade and Suzie L. Harris Wade of Valpariso, Ind.
Mr. Lee is the son of the Rev. Leslie C. Lee and Erual Mae
Ross Lee -Of Gilbertsville. He is a professional truck driver for
Paschall Truck Lines of Murray.
They have three daughters; Amber Lee and Christine Wooten
and husband. Harold, all of Benton, and Erica Short of Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee have two grandchildren, Arthur Wooten and
Alicia Short.

-

Parent orientation planned
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Big Brothers Big Sisters of Murray/Calloway County will hold
an Orientation session for parents who are interested in having
their children involved in the BBBS Program. This orientation will
be Thursday. July 16, at noon at the Murray Family YMCA Teen
Center. One must pre-register for an orientation. For more information or to register call the YMCA at 759-9699. The orientation
session is a required step in the participation process.

4-H Babysitting Clinic planned
A 4-H Babysitting Clinic will be available to all interested youth,
ages 9 to 14, on Thursday, July 23, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the George Weaks Community Center. Topics covered will be
babysitting responsibilities; health, safety and emergency procedures; stages of child development, entertaining children; how to
make fun and nutritious snacks; childcare techniques such as bathing,
diapering and feeding; and positive approaches to discipline. The
clinic will be planned and instructed by Wendy Brooks, a Murray
State University social work major, Youth Agency Administration
minor. Brooks is currently working as an American Humanics intern
with Calloway County 4-H. There will be a $2 charge for the clinic. All youth must pre-register by calling the Calloway County
Extension Office at 753-1452 by Friday, July 17. Scholarships and
transportation are available for the clinic. Pizza and refreshments
will be provided, and certificates will be awarded upon completion
of the clinic.
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Brendon Levi Galbraith
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Galbraith
of Water Valley are the parents
of a son. Brendon Levi Galbraith.
born on Wednesday. July 1, 1998.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former Mindy
Smotherman.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Brent Kight of Columbus Junction, Iowa, Mr. and Mrs. Randy

Smotherman of Murray, Mts. Pao
cia Henc of Farmington. and \I'
and Mrs. Rodney Galbraith ot
Mayfield.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Pulse of Dale.
and Mrs. Johnny Smothernian it
Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Billy Arneit
of Mayfield, and the Rev. and
Mrs. Lester Galbraith of Poplar
Bluff, Mo.

Sara Grace Culver

Spaces available for trip
More seats are available for the bus trip to the UK Field Day
at the research and Education Center at Princeton on Thursday.
July 16. The school buses will leave from the Weaks Center at
7:30 a.m. with the cost being $3 per person. Other places will be
visited during the day in that area. This is for any adult or youth
in Calloway County. For registration call the- -Et-tension -Office- at
753-1452.

BIRTHS

REUNIONS
Carter reunion Saturday
The Elidge David Carter reunion will be Saturday. July 18, at
the Farmington Community House. A potluck lunch will be served
at noon. All relatives and friends are urged to attend.

Barnett reunion Saturday
The family of John and Pocahuntas Barnett will have a reunion
Saturday. July 18, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center. A basket dinner will be served. All relatives and
friends are invited to attend. For more information, call Bert Junior
Garland at 753-1915.

Jason Culver and Bridgette
Owen of 504 Pine St., Murray,
are the parents of a daughter,
Sara Grace Culver, born on Tuesday, July 7, 1998, at 5:38 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway Cou.nly.
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds

seven ounces and measured 1')
inches. A sister is Brittney
Culver.
Grandparents are Donnie and
Patricia Owen of Lewisburg.
Terry and Kim Culver of Benton.
and John and Sandra (Teasley
Spithaler of Orlando, Fa.

Jacob Alexander Edmond
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Edmond Jr. of 1010A Southwood
Dr., Murray, are the parents of a
son, Jacob Alexander Edmond,
born on Friday, June 26, 1998, at
4:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds

4 inches. The
/
and measured 211
mother is the former Melinda
White. Two brothers are Benjamin and Jordan.
Grandparents are William and
Keepie Edmond, and Ralph arid
Linda White, all of Pemiscot
County, Mo.
•

Put Your Family's
Future In The Hands
Of Someone
You Can
Trust - Your
Grange Agent.

Anna's

JU

Farmhouse Restaurant
Horne Style Cooking
Breakfast Anytime • Rate Lunches
Tine 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
Wed-Set 6 a.m.-0 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m.-2 p.m.

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Price!
Open
Mon.-Fr.7-5,

Featunng Sunday Breakfast Buten
8 a m -10 a.m.

Great Selection!

Great Tires!

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
90 Days Same As Cash
(m• vorowed volt)

WAREHOUSE TIRE

:354-9875

400 Induelriei Rd. • Murray •7113-1111
Owner: Ciorroid Boyd

Hwy 68 Aurora KY

Lassiter Cemetery needs funds
Lassiter Cemetery's trustees are having a drive to raise funds to
add to the perpetual maintenance fund. Because of low interest
rates and increasing maintenance costs, more money is needed.
Contributions may be sent to 011ie Hall. 708 Goodman, Murray.
KY 42071. The annual cemetery meeting will be Saturday, Aug. 8,
at 10 a.m.
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Program videos are available
Order forms for the "I Believe in America" video are available in
the office of First Baptist Church. The program was presented at the
church on Sunday, June 28. For information and costs call the
church office, 753-1854.
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Chid Development Center

Curves, America's largestfitnessfranchise offers...
• Quickfit - the first 0 minute total workout
• Women's strength training for permanent results
• On-site weight loss guidance

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
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sale
15% OFF
storewide

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

7534227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Rest Of Summer

FREE!*
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End of an era

Hampton
hopes to
fill MHS
post soon
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
With time now at a premium before school starts, Murray High
School Principal Dan Hampton
hopes to name a new boys' basketball coach within the week.
Hampton is still in the process
of finding a replacement for Stan
Waller, who resigned last month after one season of coaching the Tigers. Murray finished 2-22 this past
season.
"I hope to A least know the direction we're going by the end of
the week," Hampton said.
The late date has put Hampton
• in a bit of a bind. Waller's resignation left Murray High with an open
chemistry teaching position, which
Hampton said is not easily filled.
"If this‘tad-Itapened at the end
of May, we would have had several
people we could have gotten; but
since it's so late we've already had
a couple of people turn us down."
he said.
The prospect of a former Tiger
coach taking the job again is unlikely, Hampton said.
"We've looked inside and there
doesn't seem to be a great deal of
interest," he said.
Whoever fills the position will
be Murray's fourth boys' head basketball coach in four seasons. After
Cary Miller resigned in 1996 after
21 seasons, Rick Fisher and Waller
each coached the Tigers for one
season.
"The route we would like to go
is with someone fairly young who
would be willing to take the time to
build the program back up." Hampton said.
But finding an available teaching position in which to put a new
coach is a major undertaking.
Coaches in "major sports" such as
II

See

Nicklaus to end playing
days following 2000 season

File photo

Jack Nicklaus plans to retire from the PGA Tour after the 2000 season.
Nicklaus is one of only four players to win the career Grand Slam.

CHESTER, England (AP) —
Jack Nicklaus, winner of 18 major
tournaments, plans to retire from
the PGA Tour 'after playing all
four majors in the year 2000.
"Then that will be the end of
my playing golf. period," the 58year-old great said Monday."We've
all got to stop some time, and I
don't think it's any big deal.
"I'm fairly much in touch with
what's realistic and if I say I'm
going to stay out there and keep
competing, then that would be rather
silly. I'll still play some senior
golf. but I'm not going to compete against the kids."
Nicklaus said last week th5t his
ailing left hip would prevent him
from playing in this week's British
Open at Royal Birkdale. ending
his streak of consecutive majors
at 154. This will be the first British
Open he has missed since 1962.
"I don't want to go out there
and have people see just a part

of Jack Nicklaus." he said. "1 have
tried to give them the best I could
give them.
"I know I can't give them the
Jack Nicklaus of 35, but I'd like
to give them the best I can give
them of the Jack Nicklaus of, 58.
I think the Jack Nicklaus of 58
could probably still play decently.
"I'm not retiring and I'll still
play in the Open championships
to come and I could play next
year at Carnoustie. although the
chances are I probably won't,"
Nicklaus said.
He said he hopes to play in
the British Open in 2000 at St.
Andrews.
Nicklaus was in Chester to unveil
a course he designed with his son,
Steve, at Carden Park. He marked
the opening of the 7.010-yard, par72 course by playing a round with
Ian Woosnam.
Nicklaus explained his decision
as a matter of timing, saying, "I

thought it was the right time to
get it done."
He finished sixth, 12 strokes
behind in the Senior Players Championship won by Gil Morgan on
Sunday. Before the tournament, he
said he planned Co play in the
U.S. Senior Open on July 23-26
in Los Angeles and probably won't
play any more this year after that.
Nicklaus said he planned to end
the streak of majors in April at
his 40th consecutive Masters, where
got within two strokes of the lead
with a Sunday charge before finishing tied for sixth.
He then accepted a special
exemption to play in his 42nd
consecutive U.S. Open, where he
tied for 43rd.
Nicklaus is one of only four players to win the career Grand Slam,
but only he has won all four
majors more than once:
—a record six Masters, 23 years
between the first and the last.

Reds making noise in NL Central
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
Eduardo Perez, Barry Larkin and
the Cincinnati Reds still might
make things interesting in the NL
Central.
Larkin drove in the tying run
in the ninth inning and Perez singled home the go-ahead run in
the 13th Monday night as the
Reds won their eighth straight
game, 6-5 over the St. Louis Cardinals.
At 35-50 before the All-Star
break. the Reds were just about
out of the race. Now, they're at
least within range at 11 1/2 games
behind Houston.
Perez was placed on waivers

Gary Sheffield had three hits
last week, but the Reds withdrew walks for host St. Louis. He popped
the Dodgers handed the Giants
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the
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them when no team
straight loss.
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San Francisco 7-5, Arizona defeat- traded
Rockies 9, Padres 5
ed Houston 5-3, Colorado stopped in the offseason. Larkin tied, it at
Castilla, Larry Walker,
Vinny
San Diego 9-5, Pittsburgh downed 5 with a sacrifice fly.
and Todd Helton hit
Burks
Ellis
5
Giants
7,
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Chicago 6-2, Florida beat Monat Coors Field
runs
home
solo
Eric Karros and Raul Mondetreal 8-7 and Milwaukee defeated
its season-best
won
Colorado
and
first
n
four-ru
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during
si homered
Philadelphia 4-2.
game.
straight
fourth
over
Angeles
Los
sending
inning.
Mark McGwire, who hit his
Tony Gwynn. stuck in the
Stadi39th and 40th home runs a day San Francisco at Dodger
slump of his career, did
longest
earlier, went 0-for-3 with three UM.

not start for San Diego. The eighttime NE batting champion is in
an 0-for-18 rut.
Brewers 4, Phillies 2
Marc Newfield took advantage
of a rare start, hitting a home run
and double as Milwaukee stopped
Philadelphia's six-game winning
streak.
Pirates 6, Cubs 2
Pittsburgh held a players-only
meeting before the game, then
went out and beat Chicago to stop
its losing streak at six.
Tony Womack hit an insidethe-park homer and drove in two
runs for the Pirates, who had won
only two of their previous 12
•
home games.
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Cleveland stops
Yankees' 10-game
winning streak

France in
midst of
celebration
By The Associated Press
A day after the World Cup, the
French celebrated and the Brazilians were still wondering what
happened.
Some 600,000 flag-waving,
the
screaming fans jammed
Champs-Elysees yet again, this
time to acclaim in person the
heroes of France's 3-0 win over
Brazil.
"What a day to be French! Champions of the world, at last," said
28-year-old Christian Bourdieu after
the French squad passed by on
an open-topped, double-decker bus.
Fans waving French flags, their
cheeks painted red, white and blue,
were joined by those raising the
Algerian national colors — white.
green and red — in honor of Zincdine Zidane, the son of Algerian
immigrants.
In Rio De Janiero, Brazilian
fans were still searching for explanations for what happened to star

IN See

File photo

Cleveland stopped New
Jim Thome (center) hit his 24th home run of the season Monday at Jacobs Field as
York's 10-game winning streak.

By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
There's only one team that can
hang with the Yankees lately. And
it's the same one that ended New
York's season last October.
The Cleveland Indians denied the
Yankees a chance to make some
more history and snapped their
10-game winning streak Monday
night with a 4-1 victory at Jacobs
Field.
Jim Thome hit his 24th homer
and Jaret Wright, sporting a new
dyed-blond hairdo, became the first
pitcher to beat the Yankees twice
_
this season.
Wright (9-5) became a postseason hero last fall when he
defeated New York twice in the
AL division series. And with the
teams seemingly on a collision
course for this fall, the right-hander sounds as if he wouldn't mind
another crack at the Bronx Bombers.

"Anybody can beat anybody
three out of five or four out of
seven," Wright said. "If they're
there and we're there, it's going
to be fun."
Wright allowed one run and eight
hits in seven innings, walking two
and striking out four. He sensed
from the first pitch that Indians
fans weren't seeing the Minnesota Twins.
"As you can tell from the fans,
it's not a typical game when we
play New York," Wright said.
A victory by the Yankees would
have given them the record for
the most wins after 86 games.
Instead, at 65-21. they tied 1912
New York Giants and 1902 Pittsburgh Pirates.
Elsewhere in the AL, it was:
Boston 2, Tampa Bay 0; Chicago
5, Minnesota 2; Baltimore 5, Toron-
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Nobody Can Protect Your

Home
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, lot rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!
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Suiter
WOMB Agency 753-3415
State Auto
Insurance

211 S. 12th
Street
Murray, Ky.

ABC sets college football slate
NEW YORK (AP) — College
football takes center stage at ABC
this season as the network begins
its coverage with the Pigskin and
Kickoff classics next month and
finishes up with the Fiesta Bowl
on Jan. 4. 1999.
ABC and ESPN released their
schedules on Sunday. with the
highlight of ABC's package being
the Fiesta Bowl, the designated
national title game of the Bowl
Championship Series.
ABC also televises the other

three games in the series — the
Rose and Sugar bowls on Jan. I.
and the Orange Bowl on Jan. 2.
In addition, ABC will have a
nationally televised tripleheader on
Dec. 5. with the SEC. Big 12 and
WAC championship games.
ESPN and ESPN2 will combine to televise 87 games, 49 by
ESPN.
The Pigskin Classic watches Purdue at Southern California on Aug.
30, and the Kickoff Classic has
Florida State against Texas A&M

at Giants Stadium in a night game
on Aug. 31.
Other games scheduled for
national telecasts by ABC are Notre
Dame at Michigan State (Sept. 12.
8 p.m. ET); Penn State at Ohio
State (Oct. 3); Penn State at Michigan (Nov. 7); Michigan at Ohio
State (Nov. 21); Texas A&M at
Texas and Colorado at Nebraska
on Nov. 27; and Notre Dame at
Southern California (Nov. 28, 8
p.m.).
Among the top games on ESPN

are LSU at Florida (Oct. 10); North
Carolina at Florida State (Oct. 31),
Syracuse at West Virginia (Nov.
7); and Auburn at Alabama (Nov.
21). Thursday night games include
Virginia at Auburn (Sept. 3); Georgia Tech at Clemson (Nov. 12);
and Mississippi State at Mississippi (Nov. 26).
Among the games on ESPN2
are Colorado State at Michigan
State in the RCA Classic on Aug.
29 and the Motor City and Humanitarian bowls in December.
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By SHAWN POGATCHNIK
mg 35 miles from Monday's finAssociated Press Writer
ish line after bumping into a Gan
CORK, Ireland (AP)- It took
teammate.
two years of planning, but the
While the remaining 186 cyclists
Tour of France's first sojourn
were flown to Brittany to continthrough Ireland had plenty,of drama
ue the race today on French soil,
in just three days.
Boardman remained in Cork UniErik Zabel of Germany, the
versity Hospital with a fractured
doyen of sprinters who has never
wrist, a gashed fnrehead, and anothwon a Tour stage, Alonned the er nightmare conclusion to a Tour
leader's yellow jersey for the first campaign to contemplate.
time Monday night in Cork after
The 1992 Olympic pursuit gold
managing three high-placed finishes
medalist won the yellow jersey on
on Ireland's often wet but gentle- his 1994 Tour debut and held it
sloped terrain.
for two days - a model of conChris Boardman of Britain sistency he's never managed since,
In 1995 ,he smashed his ankle
achieved his goal of *pining the
yellow jersey on bkning day 'with *in the opening prolque and `withdrew. In .1996 he sttuggled his
a dominant prologue performance
through Dublin. But he then sur- way past more wounds to finish
rendered it to Zabel after crash- in 37th place. And in 1997. after
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MHS boys' soccer tryouts July 15

r playSlam,
I four

Tryouts for the Murray High boys' varsity soccer team will begin July 15 for
grades 10-12 The tryouts will be held from 530 to 7 30 p m at Murray State
University's Cutchin Field
Junior varsity team tryouts, for grades 8-10, will be held from 530 to 7 30
p m Aug. 3 at MSU's intramural field.
Prospective players must have completed a physical exam in order to
participate

MHS girls' soccer practice Wednesday
Murray High School girls' soccer coach Chris Hays has announced that
practice will begin Wednesday, July 15, at 5 p.m. at Hamilton Fibld.

Locals play in Louisville golf tourney
Four golfers with Murray connections participated in the River Road
Country Club Invitational golf tournament June 27-28 in Louisville.
Dr. John Quertermous of Murray and Dr. John Rose and Dow Ryan,
formerly of Murray, were in a foursome with Dr. Randy Scheen of Louisville.
Scheen scored a hole-in-one on the course's 163-yard, Par 3 No. 7 hole.
Steve Doran of Henderson, also formerly of Murray, played in the event.
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FROM PAGE 6
basketball must be certified teachers within the system.
"The thing is, if I've got to
count on the other two schools
(Murray Middle and Murray Elementary) to hire a staff here, I can't
demand that they hire someone
coach for me," Hampton said. "The
other schools in the system have
been very cooperative in doing
things like that in the past, though.
"Another problem is that now
I'm within the 30-day limit of when
most schools start, and when you

ie
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Michigan
: on Aug.
Humanter.
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1998 Murray State

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

.513 S. 12th

II France...
FROM PAGE 6
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get within 30 days prior to the first
day of school, if you want to hire
someone from another system, then
that system's superintendent has to
release them," Hampton added.
"Most superintendents will do that,
but they're not required to by law,
and sometimes they won't if they
can't find anybody to fill the position that person would be vacating."
Hampton said the likely route
Murray will take is hiring an assistant coach from another system.
"I have no idea right now who
that will be, but we're talking to a
couple of young people," he said.

Holland Motor Sales
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On July 9, F.T.&W.P. defeated Murray Firefighters 12-5. For F.T.&W.P.,
Krista Doron and Sherri Sexton were both 2-for-3 while Deanna Futrell,
Linda Higgins, Breann Perry, Shannon Shelby and Ruth Baum all had singles. For Murray Firefighters, L. Scott had two hits while J. Perlow doubled, S. Scott, H. Collins and T. Rogers all singled.
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two home runs, giving him six in
his last five games for Chicago.
Belle, named AL Player of the
to 0, Kansas City 6, Detroit 4 in
Week
earlier in the day, connect10 innings; Seattle 10, Texas 3;
ed for his 23rd homer leading off
and Oakland 5, Anaheim 2.
Thome also tripled and scored _the fourth inning. He hit his 24th,
two runs for the Indians, who are another solo shot, in the sixth.
John Snyder (2-0) won in his
3-3 vs. the Yankees this season.
second
major league start since
On Sunday, Cleveland's first basebeing
called
up June 29.
man made a hospital visit to hitDan Serafini (3-2) took the loss.
ting coach Charlie Manuel. who
Orioles 5, Blue Jays 0
had successful quadruple bypass
At Baltimore, rookie Nerio
surgery on Monday.
Rodriguez (1-2) didn't allow a hit
"We saw Mark McGwire hit until the
sixth inning and Lenny
his home runs on TV and just Webster homered
and drove in
started talking about hitting." four runs as Baltimore
stretched
Thome said. "I told Charlie what its winning streak to
five.
I'd been feeling, and he told me
B.J. Surhoff went 3-for-4 with
to stay back and bend my knees, a homer for the Orioles.
so I don't jump at the ball. CharRodriguez retired the first 15 batlie can just look at me and tell ters before Tony Fernandez lined
an opposite-field single to left for
I'm out of sync."
Orlando "El Duque" Hernandez his 2,000th career hit.
Juan Guzman (4-Illwas the
(3-2) lost for the first time in
three starts, allowing nine hits and loser.
Royals 6, Tigers 4
a season-high four runs in 6 2-3
10 innings
innings. It was the first loss by a
At Detroit, Jeff Conine hit a
Yankees starter in 16 starts.
"I feel bad for El Duque." New two-run double with two outs in
York's Paul O'Neill said. "He the 10th for Kansas City.
Conine's double off Todd Jones
pitched well and we didn't get
(1-4) followed an intentional walk
him any runs."
Red Sox 2, Devil Rays 0
to Jeff King that put runners at
At St. Petersburg. Fla., Steve first and second. Shane Mack folAvery (6-2) pitched 13oston to its lowed with an RBI double to make
first win since the All-Star break
it 6-3.
and handed Tampa Bay its 11th
Jeff Montgomery balked in a
straight loss.
run in the 10th, but got three outs
Avery and three relievers com- for his 21st save.
bined on a seven-hitter. The Red
Sox, coming off a four-game sweep
at Baltimore, bounced back to hand
Tampa Bay its third shutout in
five games.
The Devil Rays have been shut
out a major league-leading 13 times.
Tom Gordon got his 26th save.
Loser Julio Santana (2-2) struck
out a career-high six in 7 2-3
innings.
White Sox 5, Twins 2
At Chicago. Albert Belle hit
FROM PAGE 6

The team sponsored by Murray Professional Firefighters
took first place in Park League I, held at the MurrayCalloway County Park. Members of the team are (front,
from left) Chad Sheets, Lendom Howard, Austin Sanders,
Travis Stom, Ross Robinson; (middle, from left) Joey
Davis, Logan Blakely, Duncan Thurman, Jesse Pritchett;
Zachary Buck, Jeremy Rogers; (back row) coach Jerry
Sheets.

forward Ronaldo, the two-time
FIFA player of the year.

44'
4

"It's clear that something happened that we don't know about.
And even if they told me what it
was, it would be unethical for me
to say it here," Romario, the 1994
World Cup star cut from this year's
team at the last minute, told Globo
News.
"What happened to Brazil?"
might have been a better question
after the top-ranked team was beaten 3-0 by underdog France.

UIK
.10 Minute Oil Change
Most IAa)or Brands

'Brake Service
'Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush

Locally Owned
& Operated
507 S.Leg12th
Cm& Five Points
(rvx1 to
restaurart)

759-2265

759-1529

Professional Lubrication for
your car truck, motor home

753-4461

"What happened yesterday was
something we weren't expecting,"
Romario said. "Everyone was prepared to celebrate our fifth World
Cup victory. But unfortunately this
didn't happen and that's part of
soccer also."
The headlines in Monday's
sports daily Jornal dos Espohes
said it best: "The worst day of
our lives."
Searching for an answer, everyone seemed to look to Ronaldo,
the star striker who had been mysteriously sidelined shortly before
the game only to reappear minutes later.

mi-e,00"

2411our
Service

Need a
Tow just
call Joe

• McCLARD'S
TOWING
• 207 S. 7th St. • Murray

753-9132

St.

winning yellow once again on prologue day. he retired with a twisted spinal column 12 days later.
Boardman, 29, was expected to
be discharged from hospital this
morning.
For defending Tour champion
Jan Ullrich of Germany, his Irish
performances confirmed that the 24year-old had worked off all the ettrapounds he'd put on in the offseason.
Ullrich never pushed himself to
full throttle during any of the
races, but accrued points in workmanlike fashion to stand in eighth
place overall, just 9 seconds behind
Te1ekom teammate Zabel: -For- the No. I -ranked French
team Festina. Ireland provided temporary sanctuary from a scandal cer-

tam n to dog it hack home.
As Festina's riders powered then
way to three of the top 10 spot,
in Saturday's prologue, director
Bruno Roussel found himself live
on French . televlsion having to
explain 'why one of his staff had
been arrested on the French-Belgian border in po!gsession of performanoe-enhancing drugs.
While Lance Armstrong's continuing recuperation from cancer
kept him from competing in this
year's Tour, Bobby Julich of the
French Cofidis team launched his
campaign to become the next American to challenge the, Europeans._ _
27. of Glenvaxxl-Springs.
Colo., finished fourth in the tirologue, 45th in the first staee and
44th Monday

SCOREBOARD
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Tour's Ireland trip has drama
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Racer Football
SEASON NONE
TICKETS OPENER
ON SALE SEPT 5
$21399- vs. SIII

1p
i.Hap

Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family Insurance needs "
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

733-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there,
seMs Farm Irteurenc• Companies
Home Offices. Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
L
Pct.
New York
65
21
.756
Boston
53
37
589
Toronto
47
46
.505
21
Baltimore
43
50
462
25
Tampa Bay
34
57
374
33
Central Division
•
I.
Pct.
Cleveland
53
37
589
Minnesota
42
49
462
11
Kansas City
41
50
451
12
Chicago
38
53
418
15
Detroit
37
52
416
15
West Division
Pct.
Anaheim
51
40
560
Texas
51
41
554
Oakland
43
48
473
Seattle
40
53
430
Monday's Games
Baltimore 5, Toronto 0
Cleveland 4, NY _Yankees 1
Boston 2, Tampa Bay 0
Kansas City 6, Detroit 4 10 innings
Chicago White Sox 5 Minnesota 2
Oakland 5, Anaheim 2
Seattle 10. Texas 3
Tuesday's Games
Boston (Saberhagen 10-51 at Tampa

GB
14
1/2
1/2
1/2
GB
1+2
1.2
12
12
GB
1/2
8
12

Bay

(Rekar 0-1), 11 35 am
Kansas City (Beicher 8-7) at Detroit(Thomp.
son 7-81, 1205.
p
Anaheim *Wares 5-5) at Oakland (Rogers
8-31. 215 pm
N.Y Yankees (Penal° 11-5) at Cleveland
(Burba 10-61 605 pm
Toronto (Williams 8-3) at Baltimore (Mussi.
na 6-5), 6 35 p m
Minnesota (Tewksbury 5-9) at Chicago
White Sox (Sirotka 8-9). 705 pm
Texas (Burkett 5-91 at Seattle (Fassero 85). 905 pm

National League
East Division
Pct.
GB
•
L.
652
Atlanta
60
32
II 1,'2
46
41
529
New York
12 1 ,2
46
43
517
Philadelphia
Montreal
396
23 1:2
55
36
24
391
56
Florida
36
Centre, Division
GB
Pct.
•
L
587
Houston
54
38
4
543
42
Chicago
50
7
511
46
44
Milwaukee
10 1.2
48
473
43
St Louis
462
11 1,2
Cincinnati
50
43
13
Pittsburgh
41
51
446
West Division
GB
Pct,
•
L
634
59
34
San Diego
41
559
San Francisco 52
12 1 2
46
500
Los Angeles
46
441
18
41
52
Colorado
27 1.2
61
337
31
Anzona
Monday's Games
Pittsburgh 6, Chicago Cubs 2
Milwaukee 4, Philadelphia 2
Colorado 9. San Diego 5
Florida 8, Montreal 7
Cincinnati 6, St Louis 5. 13 innings
Los Angeles 7, San Francisco 5
Arizona 5 Houston 3
Tuesday's Games
Montreal tHermanson 6-7) at Florida 1Hernandez 7-5), 605 pin
Chicago Cubs (Tapani 9-61 at Prnsburdh.
(Peters 3-6). 6-05 p m
Mws
Atlanta (Smoltz 6.21 at N
7-51, 640 pm
Philadelphia (Beech 3-61 at Mdearrkee
(Men 7-7), 705 pm
Cincinnati (Parris 1-01 at St LO.,S St()I tternyre 9-7), 710 pm
San Diego (Langston 3-21 at Colorado
(Kile 6-11), 805 pm
Houston (Reynolds 11-51 at Arizona lDaat
3-41, 905 pm
•
San Francisco (Gardner 7-41 at Los Andy
les (Park 8-5), 905 p in

•
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING-Bichetle. Colorado 345 BJor
dan. St Louts, 332, Kendall. Pittsburgh 331
DeBell, Houston,:-,931, Olerud, New York, 32$
Everett, Houston, 326, Morandini. Chicago, 324
RBI-McGwne, St Louis, 9/, Sosa. Chrce.
go, 85, Castilla. Colorado, 79, Bichette Col
orado, 78, GVaughn, San Diego 77 Alou
Houston, 75, ChJones. Atlanta, 72 Galarraga
Atlanta, 72
HOME RUNS-McGwire, St Lours 40
Sosa, Chicago. 35, GVaughn, San Diego 30
Galanraga. Atlanta, 28 Castilla, Colorado 27
ChJones, Atlanta, 23 HRodriguez. Chicago
22
STOLEN BASES-EcYoung Los Angeles,
33, Womack. Pittsburgh. 32. Rentena Florida.
30, Biggio, Houston, 27. Floyd, Flonda. 19,
DeShields. St Louis 18, OVeras. San Diego,
17, Clayton. St Louis. 17
PITCHING (11 Decisions)-GMaddux
Atlanta, 12-3, 800, 1 57, KBrown, San Diego_
10-3. 769, 262, Glavone. Atlanta, 12-4, 750,
285, Millwood. Atlanta, 10-4. 714, 428 Rueter
San Francisco, 10-4, 714 4 13, Ashby, San
Diego, 12-5, 706. 246. Aleiter. New York 94, 692, 1 86
STRIKEOUTS-Schilling, Philadelphia. 185.
Wood, Chicago, 148, Stottlemyre, St Louis,
135, KBrown, San Diego, 130, GMacIdux. Atlanta
120. Estes. San Francisco. 115. Reynolds
Houston. 106

BASEBALL STAT LEADERS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING-BWitliams, New York, 353, !Rodriguez. Texas, 351, HMorns. Kansas City,
339, Stairs, Oakland. 330, Higginson Detrort.
328, Thorne, Cleveland, .326. MVaughn. Boston,
326
RBI-JuGonzalez. Texas, 101, Griffey Jr,
Seattle, 84 Belle, Chicago. 79: MRamirez. Cleveland, 77: ARodriguez, Seattle, 74: Thome,
Cleveland, 74, RPalmeiro, Baltimore. 72
HOME RUNS--Gnfley Jr, Seattle. 37, AFlodriguez. Seattle, 27; JuGonzalez Texas, 26,
RPalmeiro Baltimore, 26, Thome, Cleveland,
24 Belle, Chicago 24. Canseco, Toronto, 24
STOLEN BASES-Henderson, Oakland, 37,
Stewart, Toronto, 29, Lofton, Cleveland, 28;
TGoodvon, Texas, 26, ARodriguez, Seattle, 24.
BLHunter, Detroit. 24, Knoblauch. New York.
22. Canseco, Toronto, 22
PITCHING (11 Decisions)-Cona. New
York, 13-2, 867. 3.77, Dwells, New York, 112, 846. 367, PMartinez, Boston, 11-3, 786,
290, Healing, Texas. 12-4, 750.4 12, WWilliams,
Toronto, 8-3, 727, 358, Rogers, Oakland, 83. .727. 305, Wakefield, Boston, 10-4 714,
421
STRIKEOUTS-RJohnson, Seattle, 185,
PMartonez, Boston, 147, CFinley, Anaheim 141,
Clemens, Toronto. 130, Erickson, Baltimore
116. Cone, New York, Ill, Sele. Texas. 138

FUTURES GOLF CLUB
18 Hole Golf Course

• VIP Suites

Par 71 + Bent Grass Greens

• Video Viewers• Harmonic Stress Relief

MEMBERSHIP & WEEKDAY GREEN FEE
SPECIALS THROUGH AUGUST!

• Massage • body Shampoo • Hot Lotion
lit

Call Today 759-9555

1120 Country Club Road • Puryear
Outings Welcome!

HRS. 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
304 Maple St. • Downtown • Murray

your
MARSHALL
ENGINE

Mon.-Tues. Boots-N-Bikinis All Country!
Wed. Wet T-Shirt Contest
Cash Prizes

HEADQUARTERS
DIESEL
APPLICATIONS
3 YEAR/50,000 MILE
WARRANTY
3/4 ton trucks and under
6.2
63
6.9
73

B.Y.O.B.
til 12 a.m.
7,000 sq. ft.-'

'14'vr(s Class
Club

35 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
World Class
Sound and Light
System

GM Diesel -.---.---.31,939
GM Diesel
Ford Diesel..---.---.$3,299
Ford
6.9(1.3 Include:
• Timing Gear
• Front Plate
• Oil Cooler
• Oil Pan

I) & 11 Auto Parts
5 12 S. 12111 st.
753-450

Pampered By The Hest

(901)247-3264

Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

• Food • Pool
• Darts
18 and up
(901)247-3965

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 5:30 p.m.-1:30 a.m.

•

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) It X II I%
1 /1,p1Js ‘rfs
$6.2.5 Colman lade, 40% Déstosni 2ad Ras, 60% Dkiesaal 3rd Run
(All 3 Arar Man RNA ICa44/4 6 Day Period
S2 25 per column inch extra fur Tuesday (Shopping Guidei
Reader Ads
30e per word. $ei 00 rnimmum hit day be pa word per day for each addluonal C01110C 61 rt day
52 CO east for Shopper (Toes , Clasadiods go trite Shcppsng Gutde )5200 eau a for bond boa ads

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916
OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Just Say "Charge It"

Deadline
Day 81 Time
rl. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wad. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Ad Deadlines
Publish Day
on•ay
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

V/SA

MOM

rho

010

1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
Insurance is now
slenderised In 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, Or your
insurance, must pay
has been Increased
to $764 in 1998.

cepting sealed bids on a 1976 C60 Chevy
truck and a 500 gallon LP gas tank. Items
will be sold together or separate. The bids
will be opened on July 27, 1998 at 9:00 a.m.
at the district office. The district reserves
the right to reject any or all bids.

For more information
call:

Notice

Ward Elkins

MACHINE Quilting Regular size. $31 50 Murray
Sewing Center 753-5323
MACHINE quilting Regular size, $30 Polly Lamb
489-2602

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800-455-4199
our 35th year of xerrce'

753-1713
ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502-753-5323
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

ORGANIC Silver Queen
Sweet Corn Now ready!
759-1837
PEACHES & Nectarines
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield 502-623-8312
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

HOUSE of Clothes. $1 00
per item Mon-Sun Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles 489-2243
HOME grown corn, tomatoes, squash Taking orders 759-9312

WANTED, land for hunting
lease. Ky 98-99 hunting
season. Please call- 7594803 with details.

end Found
LOST 2 Lab puppies, 1
yellow, 1 black, in Irvin
Cobb area 436-2163 ask
for Tripp or Ann
LOST: Kirksey area. Reward! 13wk old black Lab
puppy, white line on chest,
two white toes on each
back foot. Answers to Linus. Call 753-5842 days,
489-2600 nights.
060

Peaches 8 Cream

Help Wanted

SWEET CORN

$1,000 WEEKLY
Stuffing envelopes at
home. Free details. Rush
addressed
self
(long
stamped envelope) to:
ACE Dept 1209, PO Box
5769, Diamond bar, CA
91765

and other garcier vegetables available throughout the summer at

Barnhill Vegetable Farm
Point Pleasant Rd. Off Hwy. 79,
3 miles W. of Paris Landing.
(901) 232-8369

El

El

Come & Discover!
1000 Blooming Varieties
Hardy Daylilies & Hosta.

OPEN GARDENS

0

Shade Seating • Refreshments
Photographers Welcome! Car Tours Available
Gift Plant with'purchase
Hours: 9-5 Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Closed Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.

Bethel Gardens
94 East 2 miles follow signs • 753-2993
El

Ell

/ ALPINE
•)ockrordrosqab.

clarion'

Tapes
CD's
SJI 1:3) II CP
IP IFIL CIO
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center

az

=

1st Quality Formica Laminate In Stock
incl. Pad

It's Going Fast 1st Quality Ceramic Tile 9902.49 Sq. ft.
.0
NAJOI"'

Pickering Laminate Flooring

$2.79

Monsanto 1st Quality Trackless Carpet
Reg $9.99 - Now

-

$8.99 including Pad
In Stock

Commercial Tile - In

Service Person
For Tractor &
Truck Tires

Send response to.

Must be experienced
Apply at

P.O. Box 1040-0
Murray, Ky. 42071

ALWAYS
The Biggest Stock of
Vinyl Flooring in 3 States!!

2.88- 11.99
Stock $22.50 ctn.

Residential Vinyl Tile Self-Stick

$23.99 carton - $44.55 carton
Our motto is..."If you don't want to pay the Big City
prices,....come talk to the country folks!"
BUY IT NOW with Paschall's In-House Financing!

Paschall's Floor Covering

R'e tvant
)our

Hwy 641 at the TN/KY State Line
901-498-6299
901-498-6297 - lait

B
usiness!'

Master Tire

Hwy. 94 E or
ATTENDANTS Needed
Call 753-7342
Full-time & part-time. Earn
$500+ per week. No expeWill COMMUNITY Alternatives,
rience necessary
train. Looking for certified Kentucky, a progressive
nail technician & stylist. company that provides ser
Apply at: Murray Men's vices to people with mental
Club Salon & Spa, 304 retardation/ developmental
disabilities, has the followMaple St, Murray.
ing positions available:
759-9555.
Staffed Residence ProvidBLACK'S Decorating Cen- ers, Leisure Trainers. Comter of Murray, KY is recruit- munity Habilitation Instrucing for experienced paint- tors Applicants must have
diploma/
ers. $9.00 per hour to start a high school
driver's license,
with opportunities for ad- GED, valid
reliable transportation, and
vancement and benefits.
must be willing to work
Affordable group health in- flexible hours
Call
surance available. Inter- (502)527-2255 or send repersons should sumes to Ms Peeler, Comested
leave voice mail message munity Alternatives. Kenby calling 502-759-8609. tucky, PO Box 39, SymsoNo walk-in applications ac- ma, Kentucky 42082
cepted. Equal Opportunity E0E/kit/F/DN.
Employer.
PHARMACY TECHNICIAN
CHANCE to win a new
Ford F-150 XLT with use
of Mastercard or Visa on 8
gallon purchase of gas at
USA Food Mart at 9th &
Sycamore. Now open until
lam Friday & Saturday.
COOKS & dishwashers
Anna's Farmhouse Restaurant, Aurora
DEPENDABLE and experienced CDL driver needed
for delivery one day a
week and 1 overnight trip
per month. Must be capable to help unload. Apply
in person at Thomton Tile
& Marble, Inc

AN unexpected resignation has opened a position
in our billing office. Applications are being taken by
mail only, and should' be
sent to: Dr. Jerry Edwards,
DOLLIES
Physicians
Resources, World Class Men's Club
PSC, • 4007 WisWell Rd, now hiring entertainers.
Murray, KY 42071. Ideally, Earn $1,000 plus per
the person will possess week
Managers, waitknowledge and experience resses & door persons
in the use of CPT and also needed. Work for the
Call
ICD-9 coding and be skil- best
around.
led in the interpretation of (901)247-3965
medical charts for billing
DRIVERS/ OTR
purposes. Interested perDue to customer demand
sons should provide a brief
Jolliff Transportation is
resume, salary requirenow hiring teams/ singles.
ments and references.
Plenty of miles. Earn
$2,300 bonuses 1st year.
AVON
Don't miss out on a great
5Moneyt Money Money'
opportunity. Call 800-873Build a thriving business
5653 Mon 8am- Sat Noon.
through Avon leadership
E&W Electric Company
Management 1-888-669based in Paps is now hir6820 Ind/sIs/rep
ing
technicians for installaAVON- $8- $20/ hr. No
tion of electrical systems
door to door. Quick cash'
including fire & security
*Bonuses*
alarms. CAT 5 cabling & fi1-800-296-0139
ber optics. experience
incl/sIs/rep.
necessary. Apply at: 3012
Ashley Ln, Paris.

PASCHALL'S
FLOOR
COVERING
51.99

Full-time position
available in
produce. deli &
grocery dept.

FOODSERVICE
Looking for salesperson
with foodservice experience. Please send resume
to: PO.Box 38334, Germantown, TN 38138.
HENRY County Medical
Center has the following
Registered Nurse positions open, OB/GYN..
Nursery- full time, 7p-7a.
CCU- full time. 7p-7a. We
offer an excellent benefit
package Apply in Human
Resources Department.
Mon-Fri, Sam-4pm.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted.
Weekends only at Lynnhurst Resort. Please call
for interview. 436-2345.
NEEDED. Someone to run
up commercial trotlines
Will train 753-5693.
NURSES Aide, PRN. work
as needed on all shifts
Prefer experience, but will
train. Looking for mature
flexible person, who would
envoy working with elderly
Rewards & fullfilling work
in a pleasant atmosphere
Apply in person: Fem Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr EOE
SHONEY'S INN
Now hiring quest representatives, part time night
auditor. housekeeping. &
part time general maintenance Apply in person.
1503 N 12th St.
Banker
COLDWELL
Woods and Associates is
expanding Agents needed, training available 7531651

Murray area firm seeking
pharmacy tech for growing
firm. Certification is preferred; experience and ability
vital. Not certified? We'll
help you get there AA,
EOE. Send one page resume to. Pharm Tech,
PO Box 894, Murray. KY
42071.
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-2971

In Loving Memory

Domestic
Chiller•

Help Wanted

The Jonathan Creek Water District is ac-

VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

070

060
Legal
Nodes

Legal
Place

CHILDCARE offered in
Kirksey- Stella area Reasonable. rates All days &
hours CPR/ First Aid Certified. State Certification in
progress State paid childcare welcomed 489-2931
489-2931
DO you have a loved one
who needs care? I have
over 10 years experience
(and excellent references)
taking care of the sick &
elderly Please call me if
you need help, ask for
Brenda, 753-2637
OFFICE and Residential
Cleaning - call 492-6229
after 4 p m
CLEANING houses is my
business , Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553.
WILL do housekeeping
759-4981
WILL keep children in my
home State certification
pending More info call
489-2056
100
Business
Opportunity
INVEST only your time &
energy to own part of new
restaurant Opportunity interview call 753-3642

COMPAQ Pesano 4770
4.8 gig, 233 Mhz, 16x CD
Rom, Fax/Modem 33.6,
15" screen with color pnnter, scanner, video cam,
joystick, over $1,000 in
programs Call 759-4320.
$2,200 negotiable.
MULTI-MEDIA computer,
$600 753-7050

TRAVEL A MUST!
Individual should have un130
derstanding of Microsoft.
Potedo
Windows 95. Doss & NovorTradeell. Job function includes
demonstration. 23FT Chris Craft with cudproduct
hardware & network sys- dy and rear wing 753tem installation. software 4509
training on proprietary soft140
ware. A sales background
Want to Buy
& computer experience a
plus. Send resume to. PO
CAS' 1,,r G.I. Joe toys,
Box 2138, Pans, TN
old or new 753-7185
38242..
LOOKING to buy a small
WORK from home.
mobile home, something
PT-FT, $982-$5947/mo.
a 10'x40'in good conlike
Training Benefits.
dition, at a reasonable
1-800-695-1233
price Call 759-9698 after
www.wfhonline.com.
4pm
070
ANTIQUES & collectibles
Domestic &
1 piece or all Call 753Childcare
9433
IN home license daycare
close to town, now has COLLECTIBLES & Antiopenings, with daily activi- ques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633
ties. 767-0791.
SALES F YOU ARE READING THtS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "J08"
Do you *art a came Do la aamio urn ISM • dm vas'Do you.w* +lbw**
partags wcon6s5-row,1 an Fog re ree 5 mole he'maw saws lansias
I* Moray and to/omens sea we aleatory aranpament The mope i
Wang be must be Wrest w5asris sed-enotratal and be rang lo teal wary
pawn they isa to 15,same scr ewy sKuld ware to be foolod I loom'sin* above
bawd inO I pod flo urn* sat to,,. te mops ear wok be me ii you two
/woo cualkaional sedol ray roucli ow,Wang io ycu anCI uplainN tonoit

CASH paid for good, used
rites, -shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th. Murray

;.45rci
Tabetha

No'

ZiS)-

joy Sktiton 1975-1991

Gal has picked the perfect rase
How we miss you no one knows

WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867

You've been gone for 7 years.
We hove shed all our tears
Now we smile as we rerrwriber you
We sense that you an smiting too.
We keep you close in our hearts
We know you're where no one departs

15 ft. Sailboat •
Solofiex Gym
Machine •
AB Machine •
Typewriter •
2 Wicker Chairs •
Antique Chifferobe •
Antique Wrought
Iron Chairs • New
Electric Mower •
New Weed Eater.

901-644-0679
1985 PORTABLE pipeline
Lincoln welder. 753-0838
1997 DYNO VFR bike,
20" brand new GT racing
tires & saddle Works
great 753-4384
FOR Sale. TY Beanie Babies; Pnncess, Erin, Peace
& Retired Beanies.
753-5318
FRESH Catfish, live or
dressed. 753-5693. Fred
Gardner.
HONDA 4-wheeler 200.
needs overhaul Honda 3wheeler 125. needs work
GE Camcorder 492-8615
STRAW for sale, $2.00/
bale. Call 489-2436 if no
answer leave message.
NEARLY new diamond cut
Challenger tool box with
fuU length lid 62" long
5175 Call 474-8340, after
5pm
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches. many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
THE GREEN DOOR
Sale! Sale' Sale!
antiques,
Collectibles,
books $1.00 & up. 60's
Columbia bike, tables,
depression
dressers,
glass, Avon, Hummel, etc,
etc. etc. Lots more! Open
Thur. Fri & Sat, 10am1-502-436-2929.
6pm.
From Murray; 94E to 732
about 5 miles, turn right for
2 7 miles

HOTPOINT electric stove
excellent condition $150
436-5309

Your in our thoughts everyday
And we miss you more than we can say.
Tab, we miss you
Mom, Grannie & Papa
Aunts &ulinths,946mes cr Nephews

RI'
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In The Classifieds

WANTED
HVAC Journeyman leadman duct work
Installers & apprentices for commer-

1LX5L'
nice Mu
obo 75912X65
partially f
Fliviera C

cial applications,and Journeyman service technician with EPA certification.
Paid holidays & vacation. Call Ron Hall
Htg. & Cig., 435-4699.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
The Murray Electric System, an equal
opportunity employer, is now accepting
applications for the position of Groundman. Applicants must possess a commercial driver's license, and must be willing to
submit to drug and alcohol screening.
Salary range is $10-$14 per hour, depending upon qualifications and/or experience.
Applications may be obtained at 401 Olive
Street, between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. M-F. The deadline for applying is
July 20, 1998.

es

A tren
Count
will lot

N:
For t

Do You Have
Manual Dexterity?
-Do You Like To Work
with Your Hands?
-Would You Like To Be In
the Health Field?
-Would You Like To Learn
Specialized Skills?
If so,there is an opportunity available as an Orthodontic Laboratory
Technician.
Send Resume To Box 1040-L
Murray, Ky. 42071

2

M

Nc

cu company An ID OW

Murray

Memorial Gardens
Call W. Shepherd
11-4 Mon.-Sic • (502) 753-2971
Call for directions if needed. No resumes *ass.
I hire people, net paper

"STOP"
Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low, low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

THEY'RE BACK
DOOR AT

•& THEY'RE RIGHT NEXT

PAM'S CAKE HUT
The same old fashion drinks that
Wallis Drugs used to make.
Now serving:
ringers
Lemonade
Orangeade
Lime!Pepsi
Cherry/Pepsi
Orange/Lime
Lemon/Lime
Orange/Lemon
I: Main St. Murray

L

759-4492

KENMORE appliances- 20
cu ft refrigerator, $300. Almond w/d set $400. Call
489-6124 after 5pm.
with
REFRIGERATOR
double doors, water & ice
maker. 753-2204.
160
Home Furnishings
FOR Sale Oak roll top
perfect condition desk
$200. Also, several pairs
of country curtains. Call
759-1479.

POSITION: ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
DESCRIPTION: The Assistant Director reports
directly to the Director and is responsible for
providing leadership to the Technology Center
in a variety of areas including the supervision of
the physical plant, business office, purchasing,
and all supplemental courses. The Assistant
Director prepares a variety of reports and
works with area business and industry to develop and provide specific training programs. The
Assistant Director provides on-site supervision
for all activities and serves as Acting Director in
the absence of the Director.

1617
Hwy 12
Bypass
75.3..31111

Con

11.

1950'S EXCEPTIONAL
French walnut/ harvest,
curve legged. 3pc parlor
sofa, $1,000 obo
753-0602
180
Lawn 6 Garden
16HP Gilson lawn mower,
48" deck Good condition
Can be seen at Keith's
Lawn & Garden 502-4362194
3HP rear tine tiller Rober,
$125 3hp side discharge
mower/ bagger. $95
753-1818
ALMO COUNTRY STORE
Concrete lawn omaments,
water garden plants and
accessories
Perinnials,
shrubs, trees Angels &
cherubs in our gift shop
753-1934

QUALIFICATIONS: A bachelor's degree in
Business, Education, or Public Administration
or a closely related area, five years work experience in a post-secondary vocational setting, a
minimum of three years experience supervising
employees in an educational or business setting, a minimum of three years experience in
budget preparation/fiscal management, extensive experience in records and reports preparation and submission, and the ability to work
with faculty and staff in the accomplishment of
institution goals and objectives. The successful
candidate will be detail oriented, people oriented, and able to meet deadlines.
APPLICATION PROCEDURES Interested
individuals should submit a cover letter detailing how they meet the qualifications for the
position, a resume, and copies of transcripts to:
Tennessee Technology Center
16940 Highland Ave.
P.O. Box 427
McKenzie, TN 38201
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HOFFMAN'S NURSERY
WEEKLY SALE ITEMS
PERENNIALS
50% OFF
Assorted Yarrow, Aiuga &
Creeping Phlox
NURSERY STOCK
$9.99 3gal size
Burford HoIty
Compacta Holly.
Old Gold Juniper
Atte pnnc.ess Spiraea
Upnght Nandina
,
Crape Myrtle
F7ashion Azalea
Girard's Rose Azalea
Girard s Renee Azalea
.-.iirard's Crimson Azalea
SOILS/ MULCHES
25% Ott
pine Nuggets Pine Mulch
Cypress Mulch Hardwood
Mulch Peat Moss
Water Garden Plants
Giant Papyrus, $1500
Water Hyacinths. $3 00
All Lilies. $20 00
Vangated Reed, $5 00
Zebra Rush, $6 00
Taro, $7 00
'Jmbrella Palm, $5 00
Nursery Outlet
Volume Discounts
On All Items.
Call 759-4512
Sports Equipment
PSE Thunderbolt bow, 2
cam system, 28" adustable
draw, 65°. letoff, 1 season
old Neg. 767-0547

1980, 1480, 3br, 2 bath, 2BR trailer No pets Ref
new Ghia, carpet, deck, erences needed Call 753etc With a 180 x90 lot, 3 9866
outbuildings
$19,500 2BR 753-6012
Must sell Call 762-0171 5285
9Prn
4411
1989 14X50 ATLANTIC
2br excellent condition
1/2 ACRE lot for mobile
central h/a, $8,000 For
home, north of Murray
more information call
492-6159
492-8298
1994, 14x80, 2 BEDROOM, 2 bath, central
heat & air with 36x36 fully
wired hsop on three lots 12 ACRE, 5100/mo. 753within walking distance to 6012
lake 474-8394
1995 14'X52', 2br, 1 bath
on 86'X125' lot in Hazel
$19.500 40-6151

Ensinsee Rentals

1995 16X80 TRAILER for
sale 759-4981

Office Space

Various size suites
FOR sale: 16x80. 1994 AtWalnut Plaza
lanta, 3br, 2 full baths, gas
104 N 5th
heat, central air. Setting on
a beautiful lot in country,
753-8302 or
but 5 minutes fro any753-9621
where. Maybe moved. Patio deck in back, front DOWNTOWN office space
porch w/swing, landscap- available Rent from $95 to
$150/mo, including utilited. Call 759-9215.
ies Call Greg McNutt
NEAL Starks going out of
753-4451
mobile home business, 3
mobile homes left
SMALL business or office
437-4465
space. Paid utilities. 7531985
FLEETWOOD 6106.
14x70 2br, dishwasher, 4 CAR shop for rent 753microwave, central h/a 4509
753-9866
OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center. 753-4509 753-6612
mes For Rent

Mole Homes For Sale
12X50, 2BR, 1 bath, very
nice. Must move, $3800
obo. 759-3138.

2BR, 11...2 bath, central
h/a, boat/ rv storage, shed
& workshop. $300/mo plus
deposit. 436-5016, after
6pm.

Want To Rent
,
•
,
FAMILY of 4 seeking to
rent 3 or 4 bedroom house
in area Please call .301-698-5403-

12X65 2 BEDROOMS, SMALL, furnished, 1br,
artially furnished. No 252 $150/mo plus deposit
iviera Cts. 753-1308.
436-5697
1 Bedroom close to university and hospital. Some
utilities paid. 753-8756.

•
Lots For Sale
A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homeccom
E-mail: carolwood@men.com

NICE 20r centra.
stove, refrigerator. w/d
Lease no animals, storage shed near college
$500 deposit $500/mo
753-7920

29R, duplex, central Ng:
stove, refrigerator. dishwasher, wid hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898
3BR, stove/refrigerator furnished Central h/a Deposit & leave required
1303 Chestnut St
759-4696

NICE 3Br appliances furnished Screened in porch
Near university Detached
2 car garage 759-2174

CURRENTLY taking applications for rental assistance on 1. 2 & 3br units
for qualified applications.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr
Equal Housing Opportunity. TDD# 1-800-247-2510

SMALL house 7 miles east
of Murray on nice pnvate
lot Linzy Beane Residence 436-2582
2BR, stove and refrigerator, w/d hookup, central
h/a $475/mo, 12 month
lease, .1 month depot4. 4
mites fit No pets
753-2259 or 527-8174
3BR 2 bath 753-4444

2BR duplex, 1409 Hillwood $375/mo 759-4406
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesley Village, 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income.
62 & older, or handicap &
disabled. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
502-3548888.
LARGE 2br duplex, 11,2
bath, 1148 sq ft, plus garage. All appliances including washer & dryer Central gas h/a. $550/mo plus
deposit & lease. No pets.
436-2113.
MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS: Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
(502)753-8668.
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEW 1br apt, all appliances
including
w/d,
$325/mo. Deposit required. 436-5725.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MS14.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.

UREA! investment property New duplex in resi
dential area 909 N 20th
St Family room kitchen
wall appliances washer
dryer, 2 baths 2 bedrooms. (Large master bedroom with walk in closet &
private bath) Gas heat
central air, flooring in Berber carpet & tile Ready
first of August Call 7533966
PROPERTY for sale 20
acres on Johnny Robertson Road. Duplex on 94
west. 2 apts with 3 bedrooms each. Three bedroom brick house. Subdivision lots Call 753-5541.
ACREAGE
4+ Acres, off of Highland
Rd Mature Trees, private
road, good building site,
9/10 mile from Ky Lake,
$10,000 Call 474-8704 after 5pm

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
489-6166
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
489-2796
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteC-STORAGE
professional
10x15 storage units, 4th St ous and
& Sycamore E Next to agents at 753-1222 or stop
Cunningham Auto Repair by office at 711 Main St
753-3571
VERY nice duplex, only
31/2 yrs old Central heat &
air 1050 feet in each
EASTSIDE
apartment.
Numerous
amenities, landscaped, excellent rental history. Call
436-2487 or 759-1668
STORAGE

Hwy 299
Mini Storage

119 MO • 753-6266
CREEK VIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's
$20-$40/mo
759-4081

Storage
All Sizes
Available

641

BY Owner New 4br,
bath bnck with formal dining room & 2 car garage in
North Villa inciudes appliances, whirlpool tub. &
700+ sq ft. unfinished upstairs Only 5 minutes from
town off 641 North Call
436-2287

753-5585

1991 BIG Bear 350cc 4X4 1990 CHEV't
4dr
adult ridden only $3,500 Great car Need to sell
Firm 901-247-5900
Excellent condition $1,600
FOR Sale 1995 Yamaha obo Please call 767-0836

Timberwolt 2wd excellent 1990 HYUNDAI hatchcondition, $2,700 obo Call back runs like a deer,
looks pretty good too
502-623-8890
NEW Kawasaki Mohave Book value $180000 Will
250 4-valve dual over- start talking at $150000.
BY OWNER: Vinyl sided
tor your test drive.
head cam. 4 wheeler tall
house located on 1005
759-3640
753-9210
Coldwater Road has a
16X22 5 living area with
1991 FORD Festiva. yelfireplace, tiled toyer, kitchlow. 3dr, 100,XXX miles
en with custom cabinets,
Asking $1,500 753-5665
dining area, two bed- 1994 CHEVROLET Blaz- 1992 LUMINA
Euro, 3 4L
rooms, three walk in clos- er, 4dr, 4x4 Em Green
V-6, white all power, 4dr.
neutral
interior,
LT
loaded, Call
ets. two full baths, utility
753-3785 or 489room, garage, wood deck. excellent condition 3542183.
an landscaping on a nice 6062
„
lot in `city limits. House is
1994 FORD Explorer. 4dr, 1993 MAZDA Miata conprofessionally decorated power locksvertible, red, 5sp. 1 owner,
windows
For an appointment to
adult
driven,
75.XXX
owner, excellent condition
show call 753-0839 from
miles $8995 759-4480
502-435-4384
7am-5pm or 759-4272 after 5pm.
1994 FORD Probe, red,
CHECK out this totally renextra sharp, extras. 87xxx
ovated Canterbury Home
1982 DATSUN 210 needs miles $8,500 753-1021
Five bedrooms, three
1995 TAURUS, great conwork, $150 767-9820
baths, over 4000 square
dition
51,X XX
miles
1986
HONDA
Accord,
feet under roof Updates
$8.300 753-2479
include roof, heat & air, white. hatchback. sunroof.
hardwood floors, carpet, 3dr Asking $1,800
1996 CHEVROLET Corsi759-4711
vinyl, paint, bath fixtures,
ca, 4dr, 4cyl, automatic.
deck, plus more. Priced 1987 CHEVY Cavalier
air, extra clean 43xxx
below
appraisal
at wagon, $875 753-0602
Call 759miles, $6,000
$174,900. Call Kopperud
1989 WHITE Chevy Cava- 4044
Realty at 753-1222 for
lier, 2dr, automatic, good 1997 FORD Taurus GL,
your showing today!
condition, $1500. 435- full power, V6, 3.0 engine.
MUST sell immaculate 1 4294
$9,975 753-4801
owner home, perfect for
first time home owner or
older couple. 3BR, 1 bath,
carport, low utilities, 12yrs
old. Broad St, 753-7455
days, after 630 753-1623
ask for Pam.

ii ArrefSitr-illirirtEr,i,"!11,7i

(ABSOLUTE AUCTION

NEW 2200sq ft, 3br, 2
bath brick home, w/2 car
CUSTOM building site in garage attached & conthe country. 3 miles east of crete drive. Oak kitchen
downtown Murray. 3.152 cabinets w/tile & hardwood
acres. Paved frontage floors. Appliances includroad. Shared well. Re- ed. Priced to sell. 7536319.
stricted. 753-5231.

HAMLIN, 2 beautiful/ pri- NEW 3br, 2 bath house.
vate lots at deadend. Master bath has garden
$1,900. 436-5016, after tub w/whiripool. Cathedral
ceilings in living & dining
6pm
rooms. Custom oak cabi1413 HILLWOOD Nice
nets, extra large double
NORTHWOOD
storage
clean 2br, 1 bath, central VERY nice 2br, 11/2 baths
garage. Low 90's. Call
presently
has
units availah/a,
Berber
carpet, Townhouse. Appliances
753-0355.
8375/mo. Lease, deposit. furnished w/washer & dry- ble 753-2905 or 753NEW house with mother in
7.536
PRICEDAO__se111_100x17,5
No pets. 753-0814
er, $500/mo, i yr tee
wooded lot in Campbell law apartment or teen remo
deposit.
No
1BR
pets.
furnished
apt,
Estates. Ideal for house treat (2 rooms & bath on
Neon Beach
$200/mo plus deposit. No 753-2905, 753-7536
lower level) with french
with walk-out basement
pets. 753-3139,
Mini-Storage
doors opening onto a paCall 753-3903
1BR. completely remodRooms For Rent
All Size Unrts
tio. Upstairs there are
eled, new stove & refriger3br's & 2 full baths, plus
Available
ator. Call 753-8588.
FURNISHED rooms for
dining room, large kitchen,
2BR duplex, 1209 Poplar, rent across from MSU.
utility, great room and 2
low utilities, $295/mo plus $250/mo, utilities paid. De121,2 ACRES of wooded car garage. Call 753-3903.
280
posit & references redeposit. 753-9621.
land. Very private and se- NEW vinyl, new windows,
PebISupplies
new floor coverings 2BR upstairs apt. 4 miles quired. 924-0901.
cluded in Calloway county
Come to see this convenon 121 S. No pets, SLEEPING
MOM
354-6062
AKC female Rottweiller,
iently located home with
$285/mo + deposit. 489- $150/mo. Coleman RE,
6mos old, all shots &
460
great neighbors. Priced in
2296.
753-9898.
wormed $150 Firm
Homes For Sale
the
$50S. Call Century 21
3BR, 2 bath, 4 miles 121
901-247-5900
Loretta Jobs Realtors
South. $400 month rent/
MINIATURE Schnauzer, 2 1400 DIUGUID 1- 2 bed
(broker owned) 753-1492.
deposit. 489-2296.
salt & pepper, 1 black room log home, 100X200 Quick possession. Easy to
AVAILABLE now, 2br,
lot, all city services. Close show. We will help you to
354-9923
downtown,
furnished,
SHELTIES, (toy Collies), to university. $49,900. arrange financing.
$255. 2BR duplex in Almo,
502-927-9191.
sable & white.
PEACEFUL
SETTING
c/h/a, stove, refrig., w/d,
502-354-8211.
2
NEW 3br brick. Both with beautiful 5Br, 3 baths, 2
$375. New 1br apt in uniLittle white house
DOG obedience classes or all appliances & double story home w/2600sq ft_
versity Heights. Stove, rein
country
1
1/2
private.
Serving Murray 17 garage. One includes hot living area, hardwood
frig, w/d, dishwasher,
miles north of Murpaneled
tub & large attic. Both lo- floors, wood
years. 436-2858
$325. M-F, 8-5, 753-4937.
cated on Metcalf Ln. in doors, insulated windows,
ray city limits. 3
DUPLEX, 2br, stove, reNorth Villa Subdivision. intercom. Available w/ 10
small bedrooms frigerator, carport, w/d
437-4783 or 753-8237.
or 26 acres. Lots of trees.
sunroom
living
hookup. No pets. Lease,
#3001322. Contact
HORSE for sale: Call 759 2 STORY brick home MLS
room - eat in
$375/mo plus deposit.
Kopperud Realty.
for
El
wffireplace,
3br,
2
baths,
9215
after
5.30
ask
kitchen
with
range
18021/2A, Monroe Ave.
family
neighborhood, 753-:1222.
753-8002.
& ref. - 1 bath - ele. len.
fenced backyard, detachLLAMAS, young Peacocks
heat (no more than
EFFICIENCY apt for 1. 2
Asking PRICED $25,000 below
garage.
ed
Barbados
Sheep
for
&
4
in
blocks from MSU. Partial
family) - $325
$58,750. 518 So 6th St, appraisal - Wonderful opJerry
at
Fern
sale.
Call
utilities furnished.
per month plus deMurray. 759-2128
portunity to own this three
Terrace for further infor753-3536.
posit. Call 753bedroom, two bath home
2 STORY, 3br, 1 bath on
mation, 753-7109.
4566 (for rental
with living room, family
EMBASSY apts now leasPINK EYE Mineral. Fly lg. lot, 5 miles north of room with an
efficient Uing. Nice 2br $300, central
application)
control mineral. Anaplaz Murray. Central h/a, city
kitchen.. add
shaped
gas heat, c/a, close to
lg.
shop.
cable,
Call 753-4566
water,
mineral All available at
fenced yard with pool.. all
campus. No pets. ColeFarmers Farmacy. 759- 753-2676 or 753-0961.
9:30 a.m. to
below $100,000 first time
man RE. 753-9898.
ceilfeet,
10ft
2,400
SO
2248.
12:30 p.m.
offered at this price!! Quick
LARGE 1Br., Furnished,
ings, whirlpool tub. Updat480
possession_ Century 21
Ask for Nell
near university. 759-2174.
ed & renovated. Near
will help you to arrange fiarea.
3-4br
&
2
downtown
Yard Sato
nancing. Call us 753-1492.
bath $92,500. Call 753LARGE one bedroom apt, 2BR, 1 bath, new central
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
8563 for more information/
central h/a, MSU 2 blks, heat & air, brick home in
Realtors.
appointment.
furnished or unfurnished
quire neighborhood one
REDUCED 2 Story log
759-5967
block from campus at
3BR, 11/2 bath, fenced home, 4yrs old, 3800sq ft
REDECORATED spacious 1652 Ryan Ave. W/D
backyard,
landscaped, 13 acres fenced w/pond,
2br duplex, c/h/a, applian- hook-ups. Ready by Aup.m.
north edge of town, 3yrs 30x60 shop, 120x50 barn,
ces. 1600 Ridgewood, gust 1. Now accepting ap24x36 barn, 18x36 barn,
1402 Hughes Street
Old. 753-6725
$375/mo. Call 753-8096.
plications with year lease.
equipment shed
24x40
- one block over
3BR, 2 bath bock, Thermal
RESIDENTIAL area du- 1 month deposit, $500 a
Reduced to $380,000
month.
753-6424.
from
Main
St.
&
new
berber
tilt
windows,
plex near MSU. CHA, ap753-7687
carpet, new C/H/ gas/ air,
pliances, 102 Williams, 2BR, c/h, stove, refrigeraOwen's Food
RESIDENTIAL rental prop1yr old roof, on lot & 1/2
$350/mo. 753-8096.
Market.
tor, washer &
erty. All located near uniPriced in $60's. 489-2509.
2BR, brick, patio, w/d $425/mo. De •Furniture, clothes and
after
ANXIOUS to sell, 3br, 1 versity. 753-1040
hook-up, shade. No pets. quired. 1yr
more.
bath, brick house, many 6pm.
$355/mo. 753-6931.
Acro
MSU.
updates, nice subdivision, STUCCO cabin on 11/2
t call Rog1 OR 2br apts. near dow3125 Old Salem Rd. Price acres w/white oaks at Par753-5140,
town Murray starting at e.
reduced to $76,900. 753- is Landing. Walking disniy. as 767-9230.
$200/mo. 753-4109.
tance of golf course & boat
1159.
1, 2 & 3BR units available 3BR, 2 bath, fenced yard,
dock. Hardwood floors,
11
ACRES
on
Hwy
280,
2
immediately. Apply at Mur- 121 N. $550/mo + deposit
KY.
20
Acre:
BENTON,
sunroom. heat &
fireplace,
miles
from
park, with utilitCal
Apartments, 902 Available August 15th
Main house has 3500sq ft, air, $59,900.
ies,
$27,000.
436-5832.
Purchase
option
available.
Northwood
Dr.
Equal
3 bedroom, 3 bathroom,
901-644-0679.
Housing Opportunity. 759- 489-2804.
17 ACRES 1/2 mile to KY large living-room, big fami38R, 2 bath, central h/a,
4984. IDE)" 1-800-247- 3BR, close to university, Lake, 1500 ft paved road
ly room, dining-room, large garage. appliances Cole2510
all appliances. Available frontage $47,600
kitchen, rear porch roofed, man RE. 753-9898.
489-2804
iBR Diuguid Dr Call Cole- around August 1st. Lease
3 car garage with base
4BR new brick home. 3 full
required, $550/mo. 753- FOR SALE: 11/2
man Realty 753-9898
Acres, merit. Also Guest house
baths, formal dining, huge
4359.
on Highland Road, East of has 1400sq ft. new tennis
2BR duplex, central h/a,
kitchen,
lots of closets, 2
dishwasher, microwave, 5BR, 1 bath & 2 half baths, Murray. 280FT Road front- court. new 60x42 equip- car garage Buy now and
central
air,
$550/mo
753age, nice building site, ma- ment building, tobacco
w421 hook-up. No pets
pick your carpet color. Call
9826
ture trees, 9/10 of a mile barn, $257,000 00 Also
$420/mo. Security deposit
753-3903_
FOR rent Quiet country from Ky Lake, $7500. Call 90 Acre fencing farmland,
492-8393.
of N 7th & Olive
home. 3 bedroom, 1 bath, 474-8704 after 5pm.
2 ponds, 60x40 horse CORNER
2BR near campus No
Starter home or excellent
stove
&
ref
$155,000
00
Ap$300
per
barn,
pets Call 753-1203
LOCATED -8 miles out of
Generates
month. Depost & referenpointment per phone 502- rental properly
Murray off 94E on Chapel
S465/mo on two units
ces required. 474-2374.
527-2631
2BR, central gas h/a, apRd. 161/2 acres fenced
Great commercial potenpliances
furnished
3BR house for rent, car- with 1977 3br, 1 bath mo- BY Owner 2br, 1 bath, tial. Zoned B-3. $41.500
$300/mo. Coleman RE. port, appliances Coleman bile home. S45,000. Call large lot, newly remodeled 762-4483 or 345-2748 af753-9898
Wingo $36,500 489-2804
RE 753-9698
(502)762-0055.
ter 5pm.
1BR apt available, all appliances, larger than most
Call Mur-Cal Realty.
753-4444

rep000.4"

2BR 2 bath with garage,
central ri a appliances furnished
$525/mo
1yr
lease, 1 month deposit No
pets 753-2905 or
753-7536

NO MINIMUMS!NO RESERVA17ONS!
THUFtSDAY JULY 16Th AT 6:00 R M.
999 Hwy 58 "Mayfield Rd"
EBEINITICINI, KENTUCKY
1 Mile West Of Court House

A STARTER HOME OR FOR THE INVESTOR!
Income Producing Property!!
"Renting For S400.00 A Month!"
Three Bedrooms And More!!
Recent New Roof - Siding & Trim
Natural Gas • City Sewers
Great Lot - Trees - Garden Area
Shown By Appointment
$5,000 DOWN BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!

JAMES R. CASH
FANCY]

AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
HFARM, Y 2-623
MACHINE 66
K
T E SELLING

it

753-3853

July Special!
Wiggins will pay all sales tax
through the month of July.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 • 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

McKnight 6 Sons
Sawmill
Now Buying Standing
Timber & Logs
Call 753-5305
or 753-9351

•;3
Chad/relied

Hickory Smoked
molly
BHQ
Pg. Buns
14ihs
Pkt Cam Sae
Tenderloin !kg Pei Salmi
$10.99
1111(,)

I lb

Dail.% Lunch Specials 11

FOR RENT

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

t

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

s

• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY

•

Now is a Great Time to Build
quality we want to be our
II you are looking
building contractor. With blueprints &
ions we can give you a contract price befere we
start. Ilyou are undecided we %cork on a cost plus
hasis.
We comply with all the hew city building code-..
We also specialize in coH4ruction of lake
homes, large or small

'Bruce Green
flat WI:,
j.602)

Pond Raised
('Attish
p.ni.

NURSING HOME INSURANCE

IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan ofcare that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

hit

75_3-S 34_ 3

mb Brothers
Tree service

S02- 36-5744
IL-800-5118-5.26.2

Yard Sale

Burgers

MURRAY (BenInd Bunny BrariC:
753 5940

Fr,. Et/MOW
24 Hr. Serveca

Wed., July 15
8 a.m.-3

Hodge Trimmest.
Tre4 Sproyug
Tree a Stimep
Removal

Tree TrunrietAg
C Lieuemp Service
Full Low of
Eq&uporoel
Q1411

r

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Blue Grass Backhoe
Septic Systems - New or Repair
Stumps & Trees Removed
General Cleanup & Hauling
Water Drainage Problems
Licensed - Insured

(502) 436-5970
....vvvvvvvvvvvvvy

Septic System
Installation
Custom Sackhoe
Work
Phone:

(502) 437-4545

1

•
•

1
,••••

• s

•

-.•

.

.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

490

HOROSCOPES

30

530

630

530

63°Sen4oss Mend

Used Cars

I

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

-•

1997 HONDA Civic Se
den, red, &XXX miles
new condition $12,900
759-3856
NEAL Starks Motor Sales
Hardin, KY Plenty of used
cars & trucks for sale
437-4465

1995 DODGE Grand Caravan SE FWD, emerald
green, rear air, 6cy1, keyentry,
less
LOADED
72,XXX miles New tires
$10,500 obo 435-4092

Used Trucks
1981 CHEVY pickup, 350
motor, lots of extra's. Call
between 5pm-8pm. 4365856
1986 TOYOTA 4x4, 5sp,
179,xxx miles, runs good,
looks good. $3,000 obo
437-3002
1988 Dakota Sport, automatic, p/s, air, good condition inside & out. Sharp
$3,500 435-4550.
1993 CHEVY Astro van,
$5,000 1988 Ford Ranger, $1,500 759-8914
1996 CHEVROLET extended cab. 4wd, red, grey
leather interior, loaded, 1
owner, 14,XXX miles, still
under warranty Must sell!
$22,500 obo 753-6885.
1996 NISSAN 4X4 p/u,
7.XXX miles. $12,950.
753-2479.

REPO-SALE
1995 Chevy
Z-71 4WD
Truck. See at
Dees Bank of
Hazel. Call
492-8136 for
more info.
OPEN bids
until July 15th.
510

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

A&K
Chip and Sealing

BUSHHOGGING
Gardens and lawns rowelled Tractor with 511 f0boiler Also, haul gravel for
driveways and spread Jonasy 437-4030

Experenced
Professionals
Driveways
Parking Lots
Sulxbvisions
-Free Estimates-

MIKE SMALL CONFree esti
STRUCTION
mates Remodeling, tem
wig, decking roofing & citric
Scar 489 2532
A REMODELING
PROJECT represents a
considerable financial investment. Leine vantage
of a quarter century'S expenence help RE-NU4T!!!
Consultation, CAD, free
estimates 474-8451.

Mow 753-1308
or 436-2619
CRAWFORDS LAWN
SERVICE &
WATER GARDEN
INSTALLATION
Mowing. fertilizing. bed
mulching, lawn clean-up
Free estimates 753-1934

FENCING

Midway Fence Company
Chain link wood & vinyl at
ADAM'S HOME
reasonable prices
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling, 759-1519
Additions.
Repairs, Roofing, Decks,
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
etc One Call Does It ALL
Techs Murray Carpet &
No Job Too Small
Upholstery Cleaning
492-6267
753-6300 anytime.

ALL Types of Work
Landscaping, mulching,
hedge tnmming, sidewalk
edging,
Tree Tnmming and
Removal,
Brush clearer, bush hogging, gutters, lawn. sweeping, hauling, lots more
Fast, courteous service
Message 753-2092
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONALDEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.
ASPHALT SEALING
Travis Asphalt Sealing.
Driveways, parking lots.
Free estimates. 753-2279.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.

CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Remov1978 MINI motorhome a1.Free E_stimates. SatisCall
References
221/2', 43,XXX $3,500 fied
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
436-5016. after 6pm
Campus

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20yrs experience. 7535592.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734_
Cellular 502-853-1108.
HARDWOOD FLOOR
Installation & finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates. 753-7860
ELECTRICIAN
R&R ELECTRIC.
New construction, rewiring, mobile home hookups, electrical maintenance & repair. Call anytime. Murray, 762-0001,
Cents 519-1592.

CERTAINTEED vinyl replacement widows, full 5
CLEANING Service
1987 JAYCO Designer
Series, 35ft, 5th wheel, ex- For Real Estate, Rentals, year unlimited warranty
cellent condition, located New Construction Also lifetime replacement parts
at KY Lake in Missing Hills painting & repair. 759- Wolverine vinyl siding
492-8723.
Resort in New Concord. 0484.
Includes decking, wooden
storage shed & paid lease.
Price $16,000. Phone collect (941)923-3525.
520
Boats & Motors
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
Equipment
Free Estimates

17FT Runabout, 120hp
Mercruiser boat, $500,
trailer $500. both $900
Call 759-1693 after 6pm
18FT Lowe pontoon boat
with 25hp Mercury motor,
trailer included, asking
$3500 17ft Ebco ski boat.
new carpet, seats & upholstry, 4cyl Volvo i/o, trailer. asking $2,850. To see
call 436-2960.
1977, 17FT Monark bass
Evinrude
75hp
boat,
w/trim, toot controlled trolling motor. 2 depth finders,
live wells, $2500.
437-3002
1981 PONTOON boat,
24ft, 60hp Evinrude, top
shape, fully equipped,
$2950 436-2999 or 618734-1352
23' 7"
1989 GLASTRON
step thru bow, 454 Culin
engine, new trailer, excellent condition. Valued at
$15,500 Sell $11,950 obo
753-1818
1994 GLASTRON Runabout. 17ft, excellent condition 753-4419
1994 VIP Pleasure boat,
191/2 ft. V-6 Mercruiser,
extra nice, garage kept
Asking $11,500, 435-4075
1997 STRATOS 295, 200
Evinrude. extras
753-9850
1997 STRATOS, 282 DC
bass boat, 150hp Johnson
Fast Strike, 12/24 volt trolling motor. Eagle & Lawrance electronics 0 B
charger Less than 10his
all garage kept
on
$15,500 Firm
901-247-5900
LOWE 24 pontoon 3yr old
with trailer, 115 horse
Johnson power anchor
wench, depth gage, trolling
motor, extra seats $9.000
Call 436-5099
1995 SUNCRUISER pontoon. teal & salmon color,
bimini top, 115hp Evinrude Apprx 30hrs. like
new 435-4602 or 5598510

1ST Class Yard Care
Mowing, mulching, landscaping, trimming. etc
759-0670 leave message

GARDEN tilling bustthogging small lobs dnveways
graded with box blade
Gerald Carroll 492-6159
GEARIG CONST
Pre-engineered steel and
post frame buildings
502-382-2604
GUTTERS Quality seam
less aluminum gutters Variety of colors Free estimates Licensed Also providing gutter maintenance
& supplies Vinyl shutters
in a variety of colors Call
West KY Seamless Gutters for all your gutter
needs 753-0278
Tree
Hand
HELPING
Servioa' Free estimates.
Have references Call, ask
for David, 436-5394

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed & Insured Luke Lamb
502-436-5950
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands. Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848
MICHAEL'S
TRANSMISSJON S
Specializing in complete
overhauls on late model
domestic transmissions
753-0152
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pickup & delivery
753-5668

MITCHELL Bros Paving
Oldest paving company in
Calloway Co For esticall 753-1557,
mates
LAMB BROTHERS
492-6141
LAWN SERVICE
BOB S PLUMBING SERV
Mowing,
landscaping, All work guaranteed Free
hedge trimming, raking, estimates 753-1134.
pressure washing Free
492-8584
estimates 436-2102 ask
Co. Seamless
Gutter
THE
for Ben
aluminum gutters, variety
LARRY'S Small Engine of colors Licenses, insurRepair. Will repair any ed. Estmate available
make or model riding 759-4690
mower, push mower, weePAINTING
deater, or chainsaws. 30
Intenor - Exterior
day warranty on parts & la437-3879
bor. Pick-up & delivery Free estimates
PAINTING
available. Phone 492-8437
Intenor, Extenor. 25yrs
or 492-8548.
experience References
LAWN mowing ReasonaFree Estimates. 345-2325,
ble & satisfactory
1-800-456-7237
759-4659
REPLACE your roof with
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Metal- Beauty- Quality and
Let us clean your Carpets.
all in one Replace
Style,
Upholstery. Pet odor rement windows in all styles
moval. Commercial or
METAL
STOCKWELL
Residential Serving MurROOFING. LET US
ray for 26 years. Free estiINSTALL ONE TODAY!
mates. 753-5827 Visa/MC.
MASONRY WORK
Reasonable prices, sm
foundations, steps, porches, repairs, etc Call 4926225
METAL ROOFING
SUPPLIES
All colors in stock
808 Coldwater Rd
(5 points)
STOCKWELL METAL
ROOFING 753-6585.
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255

Absolute

Al Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying, leaf
raking,
hedge trimming Landscaping mulch hauling & mulch
spreading gutter cleaning
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up.
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings. remodeling, repairs,
AGC certified. 489-2214.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
dnve-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113
BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders 502-436-2007 or
502-436-5264
CUSTOM BUILT
Wooden decks, fencing,
pole barns, sheds. carports. Also repair 7 rebuild.
Excellent workmanship.
Affordable rates.
753-7860.
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar,

WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
753-6585.
additions, vinyl siding,
SUREWAY Tree & Stump decks, remodeling. Call
Remaval. Insured with full 753-2592.
line of equipment. Free es
WOOD VCR
timates. Day or night,
Repairing VCR's, Micro753-5484.
waves. Free estimates.
3-D DOZING
Authorized dealer for 18Backhoe, septic, & gravel inch DigitirSatettite & Dish
hauling. Dnveways, foun- Network.' Mon-Fn, 1-530.
dations 502-437-4969.
753-0530
A-1 Tree Professionals.
tree
removal,
Stump
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
FREE puppies. Part BeaFree estimates. 437-3044
gle, part Lab. 759-9595.
or 492-8737.

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE
AUCTION

Absolute

Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., July 18th, 1998 • 10 a.m.
At the home of Mr. & Mrs. Bill Dodson. Mr. & Mrs.
Dodson are moving to Murray because of health reasons. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 121 North to Hwy.
1836 South less than 1 mile. From Mayfield take 121
South through Coldwater,turn south onto 1836. Follow
to auction. Watch for auction signs.

Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
www.automobllesonlIne.com.

• Imprinted
'Colored
'Pool Decks
'Trodttional
'Sidewalks
'Stained
'Patios
Beauty That Loth, A Price You Con Moe
'Driveways

CREATIVE CONCRETE
Nick Craig

Murray,

KY

c'wn'' 767-0728

Free
Estimates

This nice 3 bedroom brick house - 2 baths - large family room large living room & dining room - nice eat-in kitchen - large
utility room - large attached garage - storm doors & windows central heat & air - paved drive - outside storage. The house
has a total of2,350 sq. ft., approx. 1,800 living space,setting on
3.56 acres of land. You must see this house to appreciate its
like new condition. A short drive from Murray, Ky.
Terms: 10% down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing
of deed.
For more information or to see this fine house call

Mur-Cal Realty
12th & Sycamore, Murray, Ky. 753.44.14
and ask for Jim Dodson

John 'Pete" Purdom - Broker
Dan Miller - Auctioneer

Many Styles and Colors Avallablsol

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
114311111e
.
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

GEillSOILD

to
$50,000 - $550/M0

NO EQUITY REQUIRED
"O'neOwners Only

Call

753-1916 For

Details

Insurance
Auto • Home
Business • Life

In
Line
To
Give
You
Service!
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Danny
Ross
Personal Insurance

1
Christie
Oakley
Personal Insurance

fli. RI
(

Moe
Dugger
Business Insurance

0

Ken
Humphreys
General Manager

5
4:c

Representing

SAFECO

4

$10,000- $110/mo

Business On A Budget?
this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195

f. of Mlirrall

and other fine companies

Mayfield
Kentucky

SAVE $173 with

iionesseei

'You'll Like the Way
We Do Business'

TOO
MANY
CONSOLIDATE

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
247-9300
1-800-874-0256

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
July 15, 1998:
Strive to build greater security. Be
more concerned with long-term results and improving the quality of
your work. Let your career develop
to the highest level. 1999 proves to
be a dynamic professional year. A
partner supports your aims in an
unexpected way. But be your own
person above all else.
ARLES(March 21-April 19
***** Embrace your high energy.
Express your deeper side to those
who are closest to you. Change what
you don't like, to make things work
for you. The unexpected plays a substantial role in your decision-making process. A friend encourages you
Tonight: You're top -clog.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** You wake up with a jolt. You are
not pleased by what goes on this
morning. A boss surprises you once
more,helping you turn a corner with
a project. Trust what others offer.
People have an odd way of pulling
through for you. Tonight: Vanish!
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Financial matters force
swift action. You can get lulled into
thinking all is well. You'll make a
major breakthrough. Consider different options, and be willing to do
something new. A trip, seminar or
discussion could open your eyes.
Tonight: Where your friends are.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You tell someone off, even if
you hadn't planned to. You cannot
hold yourself back anymore. Be responsible at work. Others respond
to your ideas. You read a partner
cold. Don't count on anyone's support but your own.Stress your independence. Tonight: In the limelight.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Listen to what your body and
mind tell you. You don't have to blow
your stack; talking about a problem
makes a big difference in what happens. Give yourself more leeway.
Someone who is at a distance presents a new perspective. Tonight: A
friend surprises you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** A friend lets you know
what is going on with him. Do not
hold back; opt for big changes. A
loved one has different ideas, as you
will soon see. One-to-one relating
proves extremely successful. Talk
about the different aspects of your
association with a partner: Tonight:
Try a new sport.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** While a boss fumes, take
time to listen to a partner. Someone
has unusual views about children
and love. Don't buy into it; be a free
thinker and make your own choices.
A new flirtation builds. Tonight: Let
someone else make the call.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Dig into work.It's OK to cancel
a meeting or get-together. Listen to
the feedback you get. Focus on your
ability to transform situations and
adjust. Concentrate on one item at a
time. Your plate is full. Prioritize.
Tonight: Burn the midnight oil.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
****Someone is clear about where
you stand. Listen carefully,and make
adjustments. Be direct with others.
The unexpected occurs when you
least expect it. Let your caring ways
come out with a child or loved one. A
relationship is building. Tonight:
Laughter happens.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
44* Someone lets you know where
he is coming from. You are stunned
by his unusual bluntness. It took a
lot for this person to express himself. Finances can swing to extremes;
you feel like you are on a seesaw.
Talks with a family member build
security. Tonight: A favorite meal.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Keep communications alive,
though your message and mood could
change depending on whom you talk
to. A co-worker pushes hard. Recognize that how you are feeling is affecting your work. Make an appointment for a long-overdue checkup.
Tonight: Visit a friend.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 201
** Unexpected insights could make
you uncomfortable. Do your share of
thinking, and listen to others, especially a child. A loved one who has
been suppressing anger stuns you
when he finally expresses it. Emphasize financial security.

BILLS?

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 814-02.56

US. Highway
45 South

ByDPete

Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them.
Recycling keeps working to protect their future when you buy products
America Recycles Day on
November 15th. RIT a free brochure, call 1-800-CALL-EDF or visit
our web site at www.edf.org

1-800-819-7010

EDF

Or Visit Our Websitel
www.notionwid•londIng.00m

made from recycled materials. So celebrate

arEPA

New Location with
Better Parking
Suite 104
Walnut Plaza Building
5th & Walnut Sts., Murray
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
ular walking as good exercise that
could lead to longevity In a perfect
world, that might be true. However, if
DEAR DR. GOTT- How much vita you read the reports, you'll learn that
min D should I take with my calciurr most walkers die from breathing polsupplements to ward off osteoporosis? luted air or are killed by police,
DEAR READER The current rec- motorists, dogs. crooks and creeps
ommended vitamin D intake is 200 You should always consider the downinternational units per day for people side of any activity
DEAR READER. As you pointed
19 to 50 years old. 400 IU daily for
IC
600
and
old;
life is often filled with unexpected
out,
years
70
those 51 to
and unpleasant surprises Aside from
daily for persons over 70.
tornadoes, mudslides, gang wars,
Even this may not be enough
strikes and stray bullets, you
According to a study in the March 19. lightning
Medicine,
of
in your own bathtub If I
Journal
drown
can
1998 New England
more than half of the U.S. population were to follow your prohibition
may not be consuming adequate against exercise, I'd die of boredom, a
amounts of D. Further. the official statistical event more likely than
being mauled by a dog in a quiet park
"adequate intake" may be subnormal.
not
is
D
vitamin
A low blood level of
Be reasonable. We live in an unprejust a medical curiosity. It can lead to dictable world. So why not get out and
osteoporosis. risk of hip fractures and enjoy it to the fullest' Anyway, there
increased secretion of parathyroid have been several medical studies
hormone
proving that walking is good for your
Based on the New England Journal heart and vascular system Therefore.
study, some authorities are now rec- I endorse it as appropriate physical
ommending 800 to 1000 IC a day for all activity — with or without face masks,
adults. Obviously, much of this vita- identity badges. reflective clothing
min D comes from food (especially and pepper spray.
fortified cereals, dairy products. eggs
1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
and fish), but I would urge you to takea
about 500 IC a day in addition, as
DR. GOTT
supplement with your calcium. This
should be adequate for your needs.
To give you more information, I am
PETER
sending you a copy of my Health
readers
Other
sis."
"Osteoporo
GOTT, M.D.
Report
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station. New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I take exception
to the column in which you touted reg-

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: My husband is in
his early 50s. Over the past five
years, he has developed a cough
that has the whole family concerned. (He doesn't smoke and
never has.) We have encouraged
him to seek medical care, but he
adamantly refuses, saying, "It
doesn't bother me."
His family has a history of allergies, which may well be his problem; however, his refusal to get help
is putting a strain on our relationship. He coughs his way through
conversations, movies, television
programs and radio. If he laughs,
he coughs. If he eats, he coughs.
I have had asthma since childhood, but I rarely have an attack
because I get regular medical care
and faithfully take my medication. I
know that if I coughed and choked
as often as my husband does; I
would be miserable.
My husband insists that the
problem is mine, and if I loved him,
I would accept him as he is and
tune out his coughing. Is he right?
It worries me.
WORRIED WIFE
DEAR WORRIED: Until you
and your husband know there
is no medical reason for his
coughing, you have cause for
concern. Make a deal with him.
If he will go for a thorough
physical exam and the results
show nothing serious, you will
try to tune out his coughing.
Unless and until he consults a
doctor to be sure he is in good
health, continue to hound him.
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lets me know I'm alive" It's all in
one's perspective.
My husband has a severe hearing loss from factory noise. He can
no longer hear birds, crickets, bells
or whistles He would love to trade
places and be able to hear ice-cream
trucks or the subtle sounds of
nature's music. As a person with
normal hearing, my first reaction to
the loud music was annoyance, but
perhaps I should be more like my
husband and my father-in-law.
MRS. GALLEGOS
IN LONG BEACH,CALIF.
DEAR MRS. GALLEGOS:
Your father-in-law practices a
philosophy to which I have long
adhered: "When life hands you
a lemon, make lemonade." Good
for him, and you as well for
learning so quickly the lesson
this wise man offered.
•..
DEAR ABBY: I joined members
of the International Brotherhood of
Motorcycle Campers (IBMC) who
gather from various states for
camping and camaraderie. One
weekend we camped at Chamberlain Lake in northeast Connecticut.
On Saturday, we made an icecream run to Traveler Restaurant,
Route 84, Exit 74, Union, Conn.
There, in a place of honor on the
wall, was your photograph and letter. It was like: Wow! After reading
your column for years, I felt like I
was meeting an old friend. It made
me proud of you.
JOSEPH E. HICSWA,
PASSAIC, N.J.

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of four
regents at Murray State University being sworn in by District Judge
Leslie Furches. They are Virginia
Strohecker, Kerry Harvey. Tommy
Sanders and Dean Akridge. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
David Tuck.
Births reported include a girl
to Rebecca and George Glass, July
8; a boy to Traci and William
Collins. July 9. a girt to Sandy
and Mike Bennett, and a girl to
Leann and Michael Crass, July 10:
a boy to Beverly and Terry Turner, July II.
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Crouch
will be married 50 years July 16.
Twenty years ago
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll has
County
Calloway
named
Judge/Executive Robert 0. Miller
to the Kentucky Cancer Commission.
Kathy Jo Stubblefield is pictured with "Goldie," a cow on the
Stubblefield Jerseys Farm which
won Grand Championship Jersey
at the Murray-Calloway County
Fair.
M.C. Garrott writes about Harold
Houston and Thomas Houston in
his column. "Garrott's Galley."
Thirty years ago
Calloway County has been designated as a "disaster county" by
Secretary of Agricul ture Orville
L. Freeman. Additional cost-sharing funds have been allocated to
assist farmers in correcting damages to farmland and conservation
measures caused by the tornadoes

in April 1968.
Two sons of Mr. and Mrs. C.W.
Herndon are serving in the Armed
Forces. Robert M. Herndon is serving aboard the submarine USS
Harder with its home base at
Capt. C.W. HernCharleston,S
don Jr. is now assigned to the
First Aviation Brigade at Soc Trang.
Vietnam.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy. Bert Lamb.
'July 7.
Forty years ago
Ralph Oliver, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Everette Oliver and member
of Murray Training School Chapter of Future Farmers of America, was named as a member ot
the 1958 National ETA Choru<
Paul Stallons of.Trigg atunty w as
the other member named.
, Mary' Erwin. Wylene Jones. .111t1
Nancy Ryan, all of Murray. are
attending the ninth annual Arkansas
State College Twirling Clinic at
Jonesboro.
Mildred Swann of NIurraxis
attending a summer institute for oillege science teachers at Williams
College. Montreal. Canada
Fifty years ago
Leonard Vaughn, Wesles W.11
drop. O.A. Adams. Hawn West.
Henry Fulton, W.B. Moser, 'sad,
Ford. and Will H. Whimell were
installed as new officers of the
Murray Lions Club at a meeting
at the Murray CIO. Park on Jul\
13.
Mary Elizabeth Roberts and Her
bert Lee Williams were married Juts
8 at First Baptist Church

How
JOSEPH:
DEAR
DEAR ABBY: 1 read with inter- thoughtful of you to have writest and amusement how the sounds ten. Here's wishing you many
of the ice-cream truck affected the more enjoyable ice-cream runs
American Heart
woman in Seattle. I have a story in the future.
•
Association.° that may help.
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AROUND THE NATION
Search for cop killers costs $1 million
GRAND JUNCTION. Colo. (AP) — Searching the desert for
two suspected cop killers has cost law enforcement agencies about
SI million.
The men, still at large. are wanted in the May 29 shooting of
Cortez police officer Dale Claxton, who was killed when he
stopped a stolen water truck. The fugitives also are suspected of
wounding two other officers in Cortez.
A third suspect was found dead of an apparently self-inflicted
gunshot wound June 4 near Bluff, Utah.
Agencies are still adding up the cost of searching for Jason
McVean of Durango and Alan PiIon of Dove Creek. Of the Colorado and Utah agencies that have joined in the search, the Colorado Army National Guard had the biggest expense with nearly
S600,000 to send troops and helicopters to the Four Corners in
the early days of the search.

Former Klansman pleads guilty
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — A former member of the Ku Klux
Klan admitted that he shot three people in a crowd outside a
nightclub simply because they were black.
Joshua England, 20, of New Holland pleaded guilty in federal
court Monday to shooting and injuring three teen-agers on Oct.
27, 1996.
England told U.S. District Judge Joe Anderson that he and
Clayton Spires Jr. were riding around drinking and had attended
a Confederate flag rally on the day of the shootings. England said
he fired into the mostly black crowd outside Club Illusion in
Pelion because of race.

Activist in trouble for coupons
ST. LOUIS (AP) — An activist working for the most senior
member of Missouri's Legislature pleaded guilty to giving voters
coupons good for $1 at a convenience store.
The investigation was dubbed the "Beer for Votes" case because
the coupons were enough to buy a can of beer.
Lester Bernard Gillespie, 42, pleaded guilty Monday in Cape
Girardeau in southeast Missouri to a federal felony charge of making an expenditure to influence voting during the November 1996
general election. He faces up to one year in prison and a fine of
up to $100,000 when he is sentenced on Sept. 30.

Train hits van, 5 killed
BENTON, Tenn. (AP) — Less than a quarter-mile away from
their home, a family of five was killed when their van drove into
the path of an oncoming freight train at a rural railroad crossing.
The crossing was not equipped with a gate or flashing lights.
The train's engineer saw the van on the tracks Monday afternoon
and blew the whistle, but it was too late for the train to stop.

Woman changes mind on tipster
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- The widow of screenwriter Gary
DeVore no longer suspects the motives of the novice sleuth who
led police to her husband's remains more than a year after he disappeared.
"I'm certainly satisfied." Wendy DeVore said Monday. "I think
he took the same information that any detective could have taken
and came up with a hypothesis. ... I'm just so grateful he decided to follow his hunch."
Mrs. DeVore said she changed her mind after speaking by
phone to Douglas Crawford of San Diego on Monday. The conversation dispelled her doubts about how he led police to DeVore's
Ford Explorer submerged in the California Aqueduct near Palmdale last week.

Wrong number is a headache
WASHINGTON (AP) — The sponsors of.a full-page New York
Times ad wanted to tell homosexuals how faith can make them
straight. But a misprinted toll-free number had the phones ringing off the hook at the offices of an Alabama electrical contractor.
The callers were responding to a newspaper ad featuring a
woman who says she's a former lesbian who through faith in God
and prayer became a loving wife and mother.
Because of a mistake by the organization sponsoring the ad,
Exodus International, a number that should have begun 888appeared in Monday's Times with an 800 prefix instead.
"It's strange for Dothan, Ala., to be involved in this kind of
thing," said Byron Griffin, a vice president of the electrical contracting company. "We're not as liberal here as they are in New
York City."

State finds unlicensed
engineer at dump
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — By
chance, one state employee showing another how to use an laternet database of licensed professionals decided to use Alan A.
Bargerstock as an example.
But Bargerstock, who as an
engineer at Envirocare of Utah
Inc. approved construction plans
at a low-level nuclear waste dump,
didn't show up in the database.
There was a good reason: he
is not a licensed engineer, though
he has certified more than 100
nuclear waste disposal plans during the past year and a half.
Now the state Department of
Environmental Quality has put
renewal of Envirocare's license on
hold until it can sort out any problems Bargerstock may have caused
by faking his credentials.
"Our main concern is protection of the public and the environment," said Dianne R. Nielson,
the department's executive director.
Regulators found Bargerstock's
social security number linked to
40 possible aliases. His case was
turned over to criminal prosecutors for investigation, officials said
Monday.
Charles Judd, president of Envirocare, said Bargerstock, 61,
claimed to have an engineering
degree and possessed a professional engineer's stamp and license
number.
Judd said the company is doing
background checks on all of its

Child seats
not buckled
correctly
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
study shows most Kentucky parents are buckling their children
into safety seats, but almost 80
percent aren't doing it correctly.
The University of Kentucky.
Injury Prevention and Research
Center released results of the study
Monday.
Data from observations and
inspections of vehicles entering
shopping center parking lots in
Rowan and Perry counties showed
that only 17 of 87 children in
child safety seats were properly
restrained, said a co-author of the
study, Robert McCool.
The most common mistakes
involved the use of convertible seats
which can be used for both infants
and toddlers, McCool said.
Almost half of the errors
involved the harness and many
were traced to the misuse of the
harness retainer clip at the chest.
Study recommendations included improving seat engineering to
make them easier to use and providing clear instructions.

Cigarette
causes blaze

This Ad Screams Price.
(The Competition
Just Screams.)

engineers, which it didn't do when
it hired Bargerstock 18 months
ago.
Envirocart of Unah, with a giant
landfill 60 miles west of Salt Lake
City, is one ofjust three sites nationally that accepts low-level radioactive waste from environmental
cleanup sites throughout the country. It also accepts wastes that are
radioactive and may contain hazardous substances such as toxic metals or industrial chemicals.
As director of engineering in
corporate development, Bargerstock
was responsible for certifying the
structural capability and specifications of facilities at the landfill.
The state Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing
said Bargerstock admitted he didn't have an engineering license.
Bargerstock called his former
employer Monday and also told
investigators he would meet with
them on Wednesday. His phone
number in Payson is not listed.
"He apologized for making a
serious mistake," Judd said. "He
said he didn't change anyone's
work. He just reviewed it."
Judd said most of the work
reviewed by Bargerstock dealt with
waste treatment, not storage, and
he doesn't expect any problems
to arise.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
City firefighters were called out
to remove smoke from the Hickory Woods Retirement Center after
an unattended cigarette apparently
started a fire in a room.
Workers at the facility on Utterback Road already had put out
the fire when 10 firefighters arrived
just after 8:30 a.m. Monday in
three trucks, according to a Murray Fire Department report.
The fire reportedly started when
the cigarette ignited a trash can,
which then ignited the nearby
couch.
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